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ABSTRACT 
A person's quality of life has been assumed by some researchers 
to be related to material and achieved status or to the material 
conditions of life by other researchers. Individuals' perception of 
the quality of their lives, however, is an experience of 
satisfaction. Therefore, researchers have begun to examine how 
individuals perceive the quality of their lives based upon 
individuals' internal comparisons of their own expectations and 
aspirations (i.e., internal referents) as predictors of life 
satisfaction. These internal referents may not be tied to mainstream 
American standards or values. Most life satisfaction studies, to 
date, have concentrated on middle-class, urban populations. 
The present study contributed to the life satisfaction 
literature by examining the predictive capacity of several variables 
on life satisfaction in a sample of young adults from low-income 
families living in rural Southern Appalachia. Life satisfaction was 
conceptualized with ideas from the symbolic interaction framework. 
The relative importance of status attainment versus community 
characteristics, self-esteem, or the individual's perceived 
frustrations were given special attention. Unique characteristics·of 
low-income, rural Appalachian families such as familism and inherited 
status were considered as potential contributors to life 
satisfaction. 
A sample of 322 white young adults was drawn from a ten year 
longitudinal survey of Appalachian youth from economically depressed 
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areas of six southern states. Young adults were assessed in 1979 
about satisfaction with several domains of their lives. Respondents 
also reported their attainments, frustrations with limited 
occupational opportunities and with educational demands, current 
residential characteristics, self-esteem, gender, and their father's 
occupational attainment while they were children. 
Multiple regression analyses demonstrated that the educational 
and occupational status attainment of young adults and the status 
attainment of their fathers did not predict their life satisfaction. 
Frustrations about job opportunities, educational demands, and the 
individual's self-esteem predicted life satisfaction. For these · 
Appalachians, characteristics about their communities also predicted 
life satisfaction (i.e., size of community and proximity to childhood 
home). Young women were found to have higher levels of life 
satisfaction than young men. Young women's higher life satisfaction 
in this study may be due to their greater success in fulfilling their 
traditional gender-role expectations than was possible for their male 
counterparts. 
The results indicated that the predictors of life satisfaction 
among low-income, rural Appalachians differ from urban, middle-class 
Americans. Status attainment variables are less important than 
characteristics of the community, and frustrations about educational 
demands or limited career opportunities, and self-esteem. Life 
satisfaction was influenced by having lived in a rural setting, self­
esteem, and the individuals' comparison of their expectations to 
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their aspirations. The findings for community size and proximity to 
childhood home seemed to reflect a particular kind of "rural 
psychology. " Specifically, these youth seemed well adapted to their 
low-income circumstances and experienced high levels of life 
satisfaction, despite a relatively low "objective" quality of life. 
PREFACE 
Admonishments by elders for youth to strive to achieve success 
have been given for millenia. The concern about achievement assumes 
that achievement will lead to gratification and, thus, to 
satisfaction. While the standards and markers of attainment may vary 
across generations and across cultures, the concern for increasing 
aspirations and actual attainments has been equated with progress and 
presumed to lead to life satisfaction by many. 
When I was the headmaster of a rural high school in Kenya, East 
Africa, I encountered many families willing to sell their last cow or 
grandmothers willing to carry water for the school in order to earn 
school fees for a particular family member. Those families who 
sacrificed so much in order to put one member through school assumed 
that the attainment of a school leaving certificate would make a more 
secure and gratifying life possible. All too often what I saw were 
school certificate holders frustrated and without the jobs that they 
had expected or the graduates being caught up in higher and higher 
aspirations with each new success that they attained. Neither the 
raised expectations which were frustrated nor the escalating hopes, 
and refusal to prize what they already had accomplished, appeared to 
produce greater satisfaction than the family situations from which my 
students came. 
Social planners, well-intentioned politicians, and social 
scientists have seen the inferior quality of life, relative to other 
parts of America, in rural Appalachia. The response seems to have 
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been for urban professionals to try to solve Appalachians' problems 
for them. Without questioning the motivation of such· efforts and 
programs, one might question the assumptions. The underlying 
assumptions are that Appalachians are not satisfied with their lives 
or that if they were more like urban, middle-class planners, 
politicians, social scientists, educators, or social workers that 
they would be more satisfied. 
Indeed low-income, rural Appalachians may report that they are 
aware or even that they would enjoy having many of the things or 
opportunities that other Americans have. Electronic media, improved 
transportation, school consolidations, and increased contact with 
people from outside the region serve to insure Appalachians' 
awareness and interest in such betterments. However, the assumption 
that awareness and interest are sufficient to disrupt sociocultural 
systems of meaning, value, and organization that have evolved over 
time must be articulated and tested. The assumption that higher 
levels of educational and of occupational status attainment, for 
instance, will necessarily lead to higher levels of life satisfaction 
should be tested. 
There is a long and respected intellectual history which 
questions the assumption that attainment or higher aspirations 
necessarily translate into life satisfaction. It is this larger 
philosophical question that inspired the present study. Social 
philosophers of the ancient Chinese and Greek worlds perceived a need 
to try to counter the dominant assumptions of their societies (i. e., 
X 
that higher aspirations and higher attainments would necessarily lead 
to higher life satisfaction) almost 2500 years ago. In many ways, 
twentieth century North Americans still have not learned to 
differentiate feelings of satisfaction that come from striving toward 
ends that stretch individuals to their potentials from their 
accomplishments or achievements. This study was conceived and 
directed toward clarifying such a distinction. 
The superior man is satisfied and composed; the mean man is 
always full of distress. 
Confucius from the Analects, 
Book 7, Chapter 36 
551-479 B. C. 
It is the nature of desire not be satisfied, and most men 
live only for the gratification of it. The beginning of 
reform is not so much �o equalize property as to train the 
noble sort of natures not to desire more, and to prevent 
the lower from getting more. 
Aristotle 
from the Nichomachean Ethics, 
Book Ill, Chapter 7 
384-322 B. C. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Appalachian South is a region of modern America that is 
characterized by poverty amidst riches and by glaring inequalities in 
the midst of abundance. Observers have noted that many Appalachians 
are white and rural, lower and working class (J. C. Campbell, 1 969; 
Ford, 1 962). However, Appalachians are not a homogeneous population, 
but a diverse group of people who occupy a region of great social and 
cultural variation (Fisher, 1 977; Schwarzweller, 1 977). 
Frequently, the Appalachian South has been portrayed as an 
impoverished, backward, and forgotten segment of America or as a part 
of what Michael Harrington has called the "other America" (1962). 
Harrington's images of the 1 960's inspired the support of Presidents 
Kennedy and Johnson to work toward what Johnson came to call the War 
on Poverty. Even today Appalachians earn about two thirds the 
national per capita income (Gaventa, 1980; Report to Appalachian 
Regional Commission, 1969). Individual and family poverty is all the 
more striking because of the tremendous wealth of this region. Sixty 
five per cent of the coal produced in this country and over forty 
percent of the total mineral production of the United States occurs 
within Appalachia (Gaventa, 1 980). Appalachia is not poor--but the 
people of Appalachia are. 
The notion of an "other America" has been applied to Appalachia 
for at least the last one hundred years (Eller, 1982; Shapiro, 1978). 
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Local color writers of the late nineteenth century portrayed 
mountaineers as quaint and simple people who were different from 
other Americans in their crude, backward, and sometimes violent ways 
(C. Williams, 1961). The popular literature presented images that 
emphasized the otherness of a r�gion as "a strange land inhabited by 
a peculiar people" ( Shapiro, 1978). 
The reality of Appalachia was not as interesting as the images 
created by local color writers, missionaries, and well-intentioned 
but paternalistic opinion leaders. The Appalachia that they created 
was a survival of the American past. Such images as "the frontier we 
have left within" (Wilson, 1899, p. 5) and Appalachia as "our 
contemporary ancestors" ( Frost, 1899, p. 311), capture the view of 
otherness and quaintness from the past that was applied to Appalachia 
even at the beginning of the twentieth century. Later generations of 
writers and readers continued to think of Appalachia as "other." 
Kephart (1913, p. 211), for example,· wrote that "our Southern 
highlanders • • •  [are] still thinking the same thoughts, still 
living in much the same fashion as did their ancestors in the days of 
Daniel Boone. The progress of mankind from his age to this is no 
heritage of theirs." More recently, Appalachians have become Our 
Southern Highlanders (J. C. Campbell, 1969), Yesterday's People 
(Weller, 1965), and Appalachia has become the place Where Time Stood 
Still ( Roberts & Roberts, 1970), or simply The Other America 
( Harrington, 1962). 
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Although Appalachia is often portrayed in the popular media as 
stuck in a traditional folk culture, many social scientists have 
considered Appalachia to be changing for many years from a 
traditional folk culture into an urbanized sector of modern America 
(Ford, 1962; Hennon & Photiadis, 1979; Peters, Wilson, & Peterson, in 
press; Photiadis, 1977; Schwarzweller, 1970). Appalachia is 
characterized currently by both the persistence of old ways and 
changes in new directions (Ford, 1978). Existing side by side in 
contemporary Appalachia are remnants of traditional lifeways and 
components of contemporary lifestyles. Consequently, it appears that 
much of the Appalachian population is influenced by urban culture, 
despite the persistence of the life styles based on traditional 
subsistence found in rural culture (Photiadis, 1977; Schwarzweller & 
Brown, 1969). 
The region is no longer an isolated, rural folk culture, even 
though remnants of this traditional society remain, especially among 
low-income groups (Hennon & Photiadis, 1979; Photiadis & O'Brien, 
1983; Polansky, Borgman, & DeSaix, 1972; Schwarzweller, 1970). 
Appalachia is becoming more and more like mainstream America but it 
has not yet completed the transition. Because this region has not 
been integrated fully into urban ways, it remains a folk culture in 
transition. Thus, it is important in any study to consider the 
impact of the specific family life ways or patterns of individual 
development within a particular social environment. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study will be to examine the effects of 
several objective social indicators (e.g., attainment and 
characteristics of residence) and several kinds of subjective 
evaluations of the life conditions (e.g., frustrations about 
educational requirements and frustrations about limited job 
opportunities) on overall life satisfaction among low-income youth 
from rural areas of three states located in the southeastern portion 
of the United States (i.e., Kentucky, North Carolina, and Tennessee). 
Members of the sample involved in this study provided longitudinal 
data collected over a ten year period. 
This study will examine a model composed of several variables 
and interrelationships suggested by the research literatures on 
status attainment (Peters, 1983; Sewell, Haller, & Portes, 1969; 
Woelfel & Haller, 1971) and the perceived quality of life (Andrews & 
Withey, 1976; Campbell, Converse, & Rogers, 1976). Specifically, 
this study will examine the importance of such objective indicators 
as educational and occupational attainment and financial resources on 
life satisfaction. In addition to objective indicators, life 
satisfaction will be examined as an outcome of such internal 
referents as perceived frustrations about educational requirements 
and limited job opportunities (i.e., the difference between 
aspirations and expectations). Other predictors of life satisfaction 
to be examined are the residential situation of respondents (i.e., 
the size of the community in which they reside and how far away from 
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where they grew up they now live), and one psychological measure 
(i.e., self-esteem). A model of this kind compares the relative 
capacity of "objective" versus "subjective" indicators of life 
conditions as predictors of life satisfaction. Specifically, the 
independent variables in this study will include educational and 
occupational attainments, financial resources, perceived frustrations 
(i.e., aspirations relative to expectations) about educational 
demands and limited job opportunities, self-esteem, size of community 
in which a person grew up, and proximity to the respondent's 
childhood home community. 
Rationale 
American definitions of happiness seem to be based on our love 
for and faith in progress. According to this belief, the present is 
thought to be better than the past and the future is expected to be 
better still. Today our food, travel, and clothing provide evidence 
of our access to more diversified and better consumer goods than the 
wealthiest and most privileged of our grandparents enjoyed or 
possessed. We assume that the same material progress will hold true 
across time for our grandchildren relative to our present standard of 
living. American assumptions about progress are linked with our 
beliefs about the desirability, reasonableness, and worthiness of 
social mobility for everyone. 
Status attainment and social mobility are viewed as essential 
elements for a good quality of life in the context of mainstream 
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American values. Furthermore, it has been assumed that Appalachians 
share many values and traditions with mainstream America (Brown & 
Schwarzweller, 1970). One effect of these mainstream assumptions is 
the belief that upward social mobility and status attainment are 
worthy goals and that educational and occupational achievement are 
reliable means for accomplishing these ends (Jencks, Bartlett, 
Corcoran, Crouse, Eaglesfield, Jackson, McClelland, Mueser, 
Olneckers, Schwartz, Ward, & Williams, 1979). 
Investigators of status attainment processes often assume that 
such objective indicators of social mobility as educational and 
occupational attainment are valued equally by all--a focus that may 
lead to the deprecation of other values. For example, the valuing of 
one's "current status" (i.e., the status into which a person is born 
or their "ascribed status") compared to one's "possible future 
status" may not receive the attention it deserves as a determinant of 
the perceived quality of a person's life by researchers who do not 
share in valuing "current status." The latter point is a perennial 
problem for researchers who live in a different social world and 
lifestyle from the people who are the subjects of their 
investigations (Agar, 1980). 
Although the notion of adapting to "things as they are" (Ford, 
1962) has been noted as a value in Appalachia, the meaning of this 
value to its adherents likely requires more than the study of the 
status attainment process and the objective indicators of status 
attainment (e.g., occupational and educational attainment). Status 
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attainment has been assumed to be a good in itself without trying to 
document the meaning that people assign to such achievement and its 
consequences for a person's quality of life (Coleman, 1975). It is 
important to consider the possibility, therefore, that objective 
indicators of attainment may have more relevance within middle-class 
than in low-income value systems. Thus, it is important to go a step 
beyond the study of objective attainment variables to examine more 
subjective variables which may have important implications for the 
quality of life as it is experienced by Appalachian youth. 
If, in fact, occupational and educational attainment are useful 
predictors of life satisfaction, then lower levels of attainment 
would be expected to predict lower levels of satisfaction. There is 
little evidence, however, that obstacles which deter or prevent 
higher levels of attainment are strongly predictive of life 
satisfaction (Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell et al., 1976). Much 
is known about the structural and social-psychological factors that 
influence attainment. In addition, there is evidence that for some 
Americans, including low-income Appalachian youth, there·are 
perceived obstacles to achievement within the attainment process 
(e.g., gender, lower socioeconomic status of parents, rural resi­
dence, and financial support) ( Jencks et al., 1979). Being a member 
of a family with a lower socioeconomic standing and residing in a 
Southern rural area have been found to inhibit educational attainment 
(Jencks et al., 1979). However, it is not known whether such 
circumstances are related to the perception of life satisfaction. 
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Other studies have shown that certain obstacles are associated 
with even more far reaching outcomes. For example, the jobs at which 
many women work tend to be concentrated in low-paying, dead-end 
positions and they earn only about 59 cents for every dollar that men 
earn (Tittle, 1981; Women's Bureau, 1979). Yet, the effects of 
income and education have not been found to have linear relationships 
with life satisfaction (Campbell et al., 1976). 
There are several· issues involved in previous research which 
used attainment rather than quality of life as the major dependent 
variable. Implicit in such model building is the idea that the 
ultimate goal of the occupational and educational choice process is 
status attainment (Coleman, 1975). The status attainment process 
seems to be a product of an individual's social origins and of his or 
her desire to achieve. Because the attainment process will satisfy 
those whose expectations are met and frustrate those whose 
expectations are not met, there is the implication in the attainment 
literature that a person's life quality may be affected by 
educational and occupational attainment. 
Expectations for achievement and evaluation of what has already 
been achieved may be thought of in terms that are relative to one's 
social origins. Such an evaluation may lead to higher levels of 
satisfaction than evaluations based on the absolute level of what is 
expected or achieved. For some people, other aspects of educational 
and occupational choice may take precedence over status attainment. 
Such perceptual phenomena include the congruence between one's own 
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hopes and expectations, f�lfilling the expectations of family and 
important people in one's life, fitting into the educational and 
occupational pattern of close relatives and peers, and even avoiding 
unfamiliar choices and untried life ways. The meaning that status 
attainment has for individuals would seem to be relative to their 
initial social status and to the meaning that such a social status 
has for the social group to which an individual currently belongs 
(e.g. , the meaning that a person assigns to the change from her or 
his initial to a subsequent social status). 
Variables such as life satisfaction, happiness, or well-being 
would seem to be appropriate means of assessing the quality of life 
for individual actors. By choosing one of these variables as the· 
dependent variable, one avoids the implicit assumption that status 
attainment inherently translates into life satisfaction. Life 
satisfaction, for example, may be influenced by educational and 
occupational attainment but these may be only two factors among 
several alternative means to such an end. Research attention 
directed toward understanding the extent to which status attainment 
(i.e. , factors that are extrinsic or "objective" indicators of 
success) translates into life satisfaction (i.e. , factors that are 
intrinsic) would be useful in formulating a redefinition of what is 
important to the quality of life for human beings. 
Life satisfaction is an important outcome that has important 
implications for many different kinds of efforts. Educational, 
occupational, and financial goals of mainstream Americans may not be 
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as important for life satisfaction among Appalachians as are other 
goals. Programs to alleviate Appalachian poverty and education 
problems have been well-meaning but were often designed by urban 
professionals who did not understand Appalachia (Hennon & Photiadis, 
1979; Hicks, 1976; Photiadis, 1980). 
The paucity of research on life satisfaction makes this a 
difficult area to evaluate. Because most programs focus on 
attainment as the desirable outcome and do not evaluate the impact on 
satisfaction, it is still problematic whether or not social programs 
contribute to improvements in perceived quality of life. However, 
the present budget cuts and reduction of human service programs m�ke 
it all the more imperative that programs for the se�ond half of the 
1980's be appropriate, effective, and that these programs be 
sensitive to the meaning that they have for the targeted recipients. 
Information gained from research of this kind may be important for 
the development of effective and meaningful intervention programs in 
Appalachia that have impact on the quality of peoples' lives. 
Another issue having implications for life satisfaction is the 
increasing complexity of community services and institutions which 
occur as a function of community size. These increases in complexity 
may have implications for the quality of life. However, larger 
communities have a larger number and complexity of problems than do 
smaller communities (Lui, 1976). Details about the ways people live 
include such things as the availability of health care, crime rate, 
environmental quality, and economic status. Many of these attributes 
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are rela�ed to the institutions that have been devised to manage 
these aspects of the environment (e.g., hospitals, police forces, 
water and sewage facilities). The size of a community summarizes a 
number of external conditions of life which might well provide the 
basis for a person's evaluation of their own satisfaction with the 
physical, social, and psychological aspects of life. 
In a similar manner, how close people live to where they grew up 
may be relevant to their satisfaction with life. The insular and 
close-knit kin system of Appalachia socializes its members for a 
loyalty and rootedness which may be felt even by those who 
successfully migrate and integrate into communities outside the 
region (Schwarzweller, Brown, & Mangalam, 1971). Proximity to the 
location in which one grew up (i.e., the home place of one's family 
of origin) taps the access that an individual may have to the social 
and physical resource networks and may be an indication of the 
relative level of acceptance of achievement-oriented over person­
oriented values (Matthews, 1965). The achievement-orientation issue 
suggests a greater desire to become integrated into the mainstream 
over more traditional Appalachian values. Hence, the more 
traditional individual will likely prefer to be closer to their natal 
home, kin, and community (i.e., the traditional value) and to feel 
more satisfaction with life if they are able to do so. 
Another influence on life satisfaction is the value that a 
person assigns to himself or herself. The way a person feels about 
herself or himself and the satisfaction that a person feels about his 
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or her life situation are logically connected. On the other hand, 
the person could be dissatisfied with her or his life but still have 
a firm belief in his or her personal value, both to self.and others. 
It is harder, however, to imagine a person with a low self-esteem 
being generally satisfied with their life. Self-esteem is a part of 
an individual's world view that, in turn, is only part of evaluations 
(including satisfaction) that a person makes about his or her life. 
Compared to self-evaluations, life satisfaction is a much broader 
concept that focuses on a person's evaluation of their entire social 
and physical context. 
Appalachian Studies 
As mentioned earlier, much of the literature on Appalachia 
treats the people and the region as though they were different from 
mainstream American life. Many of the often cited studies of 
Appalachia have been ethnographic studies done by ministers, lawyers, 
physicians, and other helping professionals who live and work in the 
region (e. g., Caudill, 1962; Looff, 1971; Polansky et al., 1972; 
Roberts & Roberts, 1970; Weller, 1965). These studies often capture 
rich impressions of specific communities but also have tended to look 
for and to find many of the stereotypic images of "otherness" in 
Appalachia. There is little doubt about the sincerity or sensitivity 
.that such investigators have shown. However, there is reason to 
question the generalizability of their findings due to the small 
geographic areas and unrepresentative samples that are studied. 
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These writers have contributed useful information about Appalachia 
but have generated and reinforced some misinformation as well through 
cultural biases and methodological weaknesses. The present study 
will attempt to address these weaknesses by using more scientific 
sampling procedures and by avoiding some of the overgeneralized 
references to the "otherness" of Appalachia. 
Diversity among Appalachians has been underplayed by many 
writers and commentators. Families and youth with traditional 
lifeways or serious pathologies make up only a small part of the 
Appalachian population (Photiadis & O'Brien, 1983), yet this group 
has been the focus of much of the literature. In addition to 
Appalachians who fit the stereotype of rural, white, subsistence 
farmers from the Southern highlands, other Appalachians are working, 
middle, or upper class families and rural Blacks. Appalachians who 
.do not conform to the conventional stereotype have been virtually 
ignored in the mass media and given only minimal attention by social 
scientists (Hall & Stack, 1982). Furthermore, many professionally 
done ethnographies have concentrated on single Appalachian 
communities (e. g. , Bryant, 1981; Matthews, 1966; Stephenson, 1968). 
Such restricted samples have led to homogeneous data collections and 
resulted in limited and somewhat exotic views of the Appalachian 
population. Moreover, studies have tended to focus on deficiencies 
(i. e. , "otherness" from mainstream America) or on pathological 
families that are not representative of the majority of Appalachians 
(e. g. , Gazaway, 1969; Looff, 1971; Polansky et al. , 1972; Weller, 
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1965, 1974). In  response to these issues, some of the sampling 
problems of earlier studies are addressed in this study with a much 
larger sample which was drawn from three states in Appalachia. The 
result was a more representative sample of low-income Appalachian 
youth. 
Conceptual Framework 
The factors influencing satisfaction are related to the human 
capacity to learn, to value, and to evaluate. These capacities are 
developed within the social world that preceded the individual and 
from which the self emerged through interaction with others. Many of 
the central concepts and assumptions of the satisfaction.literature 
might be organized and interpreted by using concepts from the 
symbolic interaction framework (Burr, Leigh, Day, & Constantine, 
1979). 
Symbolic interaction is based, in part, on the works of earlier 
writers such as George Herbert Mead (1934), William James (1890), 
James Mark Baldwin (1906), John Dewey (1930), Charles H. Cooley 
(1902), W. I .  Thomas (1928), and Ralph Linton (1936). In addition, 
contemporary social scientists such as Biddle (1979), Blumer (1969), 
Burr (1973), Stryker (1980), and Turner (1970) have expanded upon 
earlier writings about the individual's development within ongoing 
social processes. The symbolic interaction perspective assumes that 
humans live in a physical and symbolic world (Stryker, 1981) and that 
they develop complex symbolic capacities due to their values, 
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perceptions, and mental evaluations of the world, themselves, and 
their place in that world (Burr et al. , 1979). Behavioral responses 
to stimuli are mediated by intervening mental processes. Symbolic 
interaction provides a framework for interpreting the meaning 
assigned to social relationships, evaluations about the self, the 
place of the self in the social order, and for integrating role 
theory with interactionist traditions (Burr et al. , 1979; Nye, 1976; 
Stryker, 1980, 1981; Turner, 1970). 
As individuals enter the social arena they interact with 
significant others. The self emerges from the individual's 
observations of the perceptions and evaluations they have of others 
and the social transactions they have with them (Blumer, 1969). The 
process of transforming social acts to mental evaluations such as 
dissatisfaction/satisfaction leads to the development of shared 
meanings {Blumer, 1969). It is, therefore, important to study 
individuals in relation to their social environment (i. e. , humans 
cannot, from this perspective, be studied without considering 
intervening mental processes between stimulus and response). 
Symbolic or mentalistic operations are evident in the evaluation 
of one's quality of life. Furthermore, mentalistic operations are 
evident in evaluation processes as youth acquire expectations for 
various domains of their lives and act on them. These expectations 
are based on the examples of important persons in one's world as well 
as evaluations about how well one meets those expectations {Burr et 
al. , 1979). The awareness and evaluation of one's quality of life 
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is, in part, the result of comparing one's:present conditions of life 
to the goals, frustrations, chances, and assessment of one's ability 
to get what is wanted. 
A person's subjective evaluation of a situation is the important 
phenomenon for consideration in the study of life satisfaction. 
Satisfaction adequately describes these subjective assessments (Burr 
et al., 1979) whereas quality connotes a term to describe an external 
objective phenomenon (e.g., a person's income or occupational 
attainment level) as might be described by an independent observer 
and which seems to be tied to impersonal criteria. In contrast, 
satisfaction with life, as with any other domain, is the subjecti�ely 
experienced level of contentment or gratification which is the result 
of one's life conditions. Life satisfaction is but one part of the 
larger issue of quality of life but it is a useful concept for 
understanding the meaning that various situations and external (or 
objective) conditions have for the individual's experience (i.e., as 
perceived by the individual). 
One influence on the life satisfaction of young adults involves 
evaluation of the congruence between what the individual hoped would 
be attainable (i.e., their aspirations about the future) and what 
they actually believe they will attain (i.e., their expectations 
about the future). The extent of congruence between what a person 
hopes for and actually expects may be an indication of the level of a 
person's frustrations. Furthermore, it might also be argued that the 
level of life satisfaction will increase as the perceived discrepancy 
between expectations and aspirations decreases because a person 
perceives that it is possible to attain what one wishes. The 
symbolic meaning involved in evaluating one's own ability to 
accomplish such goals serves to produce specific levels of 
gratification. Satisfaction with family life, job, finances, 
education, residence, and other components of one's social setting 
are based on internal referents of this kind (i. e. , hopes, 
expectations, and approval by significant others). 
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Both structural and social-psychological ideas about influences 
on life satisfaction can be organized and interpreted with symbolic 
interaction concepts. Structuralist emphases within the symbolic 
interaction perspective deal with social position, prestige, status, 
and roles (Biddle, 1979; Burr, 1973; Stryker, 1980). These concepts 
are used in this study in order to examine individual and societal 
influences on life satisfaction. For example, a social position is 
an identity such as father, student, husband, brother, and son which 
is known by many. The variety of rights and duties associated with a 
particular social position are elements that define the status of a 
particular position. Prestige refers to the amount of deferential 
behavior that others, who are not members of a particular social 
position, often demonstrate to the occupant of that location in the 
social structure. 
These concepts are useful in the present circumstance for noting 
that the sample of low-income youth used in this study are from 
families to whom outsiders, who occupy other social positions, assign 
little prestige. In short, these youth are from families who have 
low amounts of status. To a large extent, the status of these 
families is based on the prestige assigned to the parents' 
occupations (i. e. , the lower social position of these families 
derives largely from prestige or status associated with their 
occupational endeavor). 
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Satisfaction with life is relative to expectations which, in 
turn, are influenced by one's social position and the roles one 
occupies. Role refers to a set of expectations for behavior that is 
developed and shaped during social interactions (Biddle, 1979; Biddle 
& Thomas, 1966; Linton, 1936). When people act on the rights and 
duties of their social positi�n they are performing roles. Roles are 
the dynamic aspects of status. In addition, the occupation of roles 
carries with it certain beliefs and cognitions as well as behaviors 
(Bernard, 1976) and constrain behaviors in a general way. Such 
beliefs and cognitions (e.g. , beliefs about how much education is 
desirable for a person who expects to have a certain kind of job) 
have consequences for satisfaction with behavior. Rol es, then, are 
collections of socially reinforced mental expectations for behavior. 
Other important qualities of roles include their interrelated 
and reciprocal natures (Aldous, Osmond, & Hicks, 1979; Bernard, 
1976). Roles often occur in pairs, or at least complementary sets in 
which each constituent of the pair or the set is related and 
dependent upon its complement(s). For example, parenting roles 
cannot exist without child roles, doctoring roles or nursing roles 
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without patient roles, teaching roles without students who perform 
academic roles, governing roles without roles for the governed, and 
so on. A change in one part of reciprocal role patterns contributes 
to changes in other roles. That is, a change in the roles associated 
with the child position necessitates complementary adjustments in the 
roles associated with the parent position. Nuclear families can be 
conceptualized as positions with mutually reciprocating and 
complementary statuses �nd roles--father, mother, sibling(s) , and 
child(ren). 
Roles emerge during the socialization process within a system of 
role relationships (Biddle, 1979). Various socializers teach the 
young appropriate behaviors and expectations for specific social 
contexts. Children eventually come to perform these roles and to 
develop a number of identities that correspond to the roles they 
occupy (Biddle, 1979; McCall & Simmons, 1978). Role learning occurs 
in this manner and the child becomes responsive to the expectations 
of others and models the role behaviors of both significant and 
general ized others. 
Parental roles have important implications for the socialization 
of children, both in terms of their current childhood roles and for 
their future adult roles. Socialization experiences provided by 
parents and other social agents serve as reference points for the 
mental evaluations that are made by the young (e. g., feelings of 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction) in terms of various domains of life. 
Children learn which behaviors are expected of them as appropriate 
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for the age, gender, race, and socioeconomic level that they will 
likely occupy in life. 
The process of socialization occurs as the self learns the role 
behaviors that are necessary for status attainment and for eventual 
occupation of social positions in several spheres of adult life 
(e. g. , occupational, marital, residential, educational, financial). 
Individuals accomplish this role learning by considering their own 
abili_ties and responding to the expectations of others when forming 
expectations and behaviors they deem appropriate for themselves in 
reference to educational and occupational attainment. The self is a 
complex set of roles which the individual enacts because of actual 
incumbency or because of anticipation of (hopes for) incumbency. The 
valuing of self has implications for satisfaction. Self-evaluation 
of the enactment or experi�nce of roles is related to several 
elements of the self (e. g. , self-esteem) (Spenner & Featherman, 
1 978). 
The position of parents in the social stratification (i. e. , 
their socioeconomic status-SES) has effects on the socialization of 
their children. The SES of parents tends to circumscribe the range 
of behaviors and expectations that will be encouraged in the family 
(Jencks et al. , 1979) . The range of behaviors and .limitations 
defined by parents' SES restricts youths' own expectations, 
references for evaluations (i. e. , satisfactions and 
dissatisfactions) , and opportunities for role modeling. 
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The expectations for rol e performance hel d by significant others 
are important elements of the reference group (Biddl e, 1979). 
Parents often serve as the most important significant others for 
preschool and el ementary school children but more compl ex patterns 
develop during adol escence (Kandel & Lessor, 1969; Peters, Peterson, 
& Southworth, 1981). During adolescence there is a continuing and 
strong influence by parents but al so the impact of additional 
significant others increases (e. g. , peers, teachers). These new 
significant others do not suppl ant parents, but become increasingl y 
important as the experiences of youth within the l arger community 
increase (Kandel & Lessor, 1969; Peters et al. , 1981; Picou & Carter, 
1976; Sebal d & White, 1980). As they become aware of them, the young 
incorporate expectations held by significant others into their own 
expectations which they use to evaluate themsel ves and their 
conditions of l ife (Biddl e, 1979; Biddl e & Thomas, 1966). This 
internal ization process is furthered by incorporating the 
expectations of the general ized other into one ' s  own normative system 
(i. e. , attributed expectations from the society in which a chil d 
l ives). 
The symbol ic interaction framework al so encompasses l arger 
social systems (e. g. , neighborhoods, communities, extended kin 
networks). Social systems l ike the famil y infl uence human 
rel ationships and behaviors (Biddl e, 1979; Peterson & Rol l ins, in 
press; Stryker, 1980). Social systems of this kind are defined by 
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rituals, patterns, sets of interdependent role relationships, 
complements of social positions, and by shared expectations for role 
performance. Appalachia is presented in this study as a complex 
social system that is undergoing social transition from a rural folk 
society into a variant of contemporary America (Peters, et al. ,  in 
press). 
Nominal Definitions 
Concepts used in this study are life satisfaction, early 
occupational attainment, educational attainment, expectations and 
aspirations for education and for jobs, perceived demands for 
education, perceived opportunities for jobs, self-esteem, financial 
resources, size of community, and proximity to childhood home . 
Life Satisfaction 
Life satisfaction is defined as a construct which summarizes the 
feelings of overall gratification, happiness, and pleasure with one's 
life as these are perceived by individuals. This subjective 
appraisal taps several domains of life (e . g . , satisfaction with 
education, occupation, living arrangements, finances, residence, 
marriage) . These are summed in order to acquire a more balanced and 
comparable evaluation of individuals from different life 
circumstances. 
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Early Occupational Attainment 
Early occupational attainment represents a concept that concerns 
young adults and is a measure of the level of status that is entailed 
in the social position of particular jobs. The social position of a 
job is derived from the roles that are performed in order to obtain 
financial reward from the larger social system (Biddle, 1979). 
Educational Attainment 
Educational attainment is a concept in the present study 
representing the level of education achieved by young adults. 
Educational attainment varies from having begun elementary school to 
the highest number of years of college attended. 
Educational Expectations and Educational Aspirations 
The level of youth ' s  educational expectations refers to the 
edutational goals that youth select for themselves and how far they 
predict that they will actually go in school. These expectations for 
educational achievement are contrasted with educational aspirations 
for educationa l  achievement ( Brookover, Erickson , & Joiner , 1 967 ; 
T. H. Williams, 1972). The former indicates how far students predict 
they will actually go in school, whereas the latter is indicative of 
how much formal education students hope or wish they will attain. 
Job Opportunity Gap 
The congruence between hoped for (aspirations) and predicted 
(expectations) domains is an internal process which compares two 
internal reference points concerning one ' s  chances to do what one 
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would like to be able to do. Such an evaluation by individuals may 
provide the basis for the extent to which they are frustrated or not 
by their life circumstances. The job opportunity gap, therefore, 
conceptualizes an index of realism versus idealism (i.e., 
anticipations and hopes) which may indirectly tap the frustration 
level concerning a person ' s  chances to attain occupational goals. 
Specifically, it refers to the degree of congruence or incongruence 
between one ' s  job aspirations (i.e., wishes) and one's job 
expectations (i.e., actual expected conditions). 
Educational Demands 
Educational demands is a concept in which educational 
opportunities are judged in terms of an index of realism versus 
idealism (i.e. , anticipations of what is required versus what is 
hoped for). This assessment is a summary of the frustration level 
concerning education that is required to prepare oneself for life. 
Among low-income people the amount of education required for better 
job opportunities often is defined as unnecessary, perceived as too 
demanding, or not valued. 
Self-esteem 
The respect that each person has for himself or herself is 
concerned with the impression that an individual has about their 
worth as a person. Thus, self-esteem refers to the perception by 
youth of their value as individuals. 
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Financial Resources 
Young adults' financial resources summarizes the money made from 
all sources (e.g. , salary, welfare, farm income). In this study, 
financial resources is a variable summarizing the amount of money 
that an individual has access to from all sources. 
Community Size 
Community size is an indicator of the urban versus rural 
environment in which a person resides. The population of the 
community is used to specify the size of an individual's community 
relative to other communities. 
Proximity to Childhood Home 
Proximity to the area in which a person grew up is referred to, 
in this study, as proximity to childhood home. 
Objectives 
The major objective of this study will be to test whether a 
theoretical model composed of the previ ously specifi ed variables will 
predict life satisfaction. The test of thi s  model will be concerned 
with the degree to which dimensions of educational and occupational 
attainment, financial resources, and perceived frustrations about job 
opportunities and frustrations about educational demands predict life 
satisfaction. Additionally, self-esteem, community size, and 
proximity to childhood home will be tested as predictors of life 
satisfaction. In other words, this study will test the influence of 
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eight independent variabl es and two control variabl es on the l ife 
satisfaction of low-income femal e and ma le  Appal achian youth with 
longitudina l and cross-sectiona l data. More specifical l y, the mode l 
has nine objectives. These are: 
1. To determine the effects of perceived frustration about 
educationa l demands on the life satisfaction of low-income youth. 
2. To determine the effects of perceived frustration about 
occupationa l opportunities on the l ife satisfaction of low-income 
youth. 
3. To determine the effects of occupationa l attainment on the 
life satisfaction of l ow-income youth. 
4. To determine the effects of educational attainment on the 
l ife satisfaction of low-income youth. 
5. To determine the effects of financial resources on the l ife 
satisfaction of l ow-income youth. 
6. To determine the effects of community size on the l ife 
satisfaction of low-income youth. 
7. To determine the effects of proximity to childhood home on 
l ow-income youth's l ife satisfaction. 
8. To contro l and test for the effects of family  of origin ' s  
socioeconomic l evel (i.e., as measured by the father's occupationa l 
prestige score on the Duncan Sca l e) on the l ife satisfaction of low­
income youth from rura l Appal achia. 
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9. To examine for gender differences i n  li fe sati sfacti on and 
the relationshi ps between the independent variables speci fied above 
and life satisfaction. 
CHAPTER I I  
LITERATURE REV IEW 
Quality of life has been an important topic of social commentary 
by popular and scientific writers for a number of years (Dalkey, 
1972). The meaning of the phrase obviously differs widely and has 
only rarely been carefully analyzed (Bunge, 1975). In some instances 
it may refer to the conditions of the human environment (e. g. , Lui, 
1976), some attribute of people themselves (e. g . ,  Andrews & Withey, 
1976), or some comparison about what exists versus what a person 
wishes would exist (e. g . ,  A. Campbell, 1972). 
A central issue in thinking about the quality of life is the 
relationship between objective indicators (e. g. , health standards, 
salary, and occupational attainment) and so-called subjective 
indicators (e. g . , the reported satisfaction with job, marriage, 
housing, family life, or the perceptions of overall well-being) 
(Allardt, 1978; Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell, et al. , 1976; 
Schni eder, 1976; Sh i n, 1980; Sti pak, 1979) . Althoug h there i s  
evidence that the modern welfare state has improved the quality of 
life, some argue that "objective" social indicators miss the point to 
the extent that a person's perceptions of their conditions are more 
important as determinants of life quality than are objective 
indicators (Burke, 1979; Carr-Hill, 1984; New Society, 1981). 
Critics of objective indicators as determinants of the quality of 
life (e. g. , economic, environmental) point out that a deeper 
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exami nati on of "qua l i ty" i n  a person ' s  l i fe exper i ences requ i res 
knowl edge of the i nd i v i dua l ' s  s ubject i ve experi ences ( Campbe l l & 
Converse , 1972 ;  Da l key, 1972 ) .  
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The concept of l i fe qua l i ty i n  rura l  areas i s  compl i cated 
further by nosta l g i c and romanti c v i ews of country l i fe (Mel ton , 
1983 ) .  Despi te defi c i enc i es i n  vari ous i nd i cators of l i fe cond i t i ons  
( e . g . ,  i n come , educat i ona l  and  occupat i on a l  atta i nments , avai l ab i l i ty 
of heal th care , soc i a l  s erv i ces ,  and cu l tural amen i t i es ) ,  a popu l ar 
v i ew exi sts that the qua l i ty of l i fe i s  better i n  nonmetropol i tan 
areas ( Bea l e , 1975; Korte , 1983 ; Photi ad i s  & S imon i , 1983 ) .  Despi te 
thi s be l i ef, however, l i tt l e research a�tenti on has been devoted to 
thi s top i c .  Whether because of percei ved po l i ti ca l  and economi c 
un importance or the sma l l er number of rural i nhab i tants , there has 
been re l ati ve l y  l i tt l e  effort to exami ne or dea l wi th the qua l i ty of 
l i fe i n  rura l areas e i ther by schol ars or pol i ti c i ans ( Me l ton , 1983) . 
I n  recent years , there has been greater proporti onal  popu l at i on 
g rowth i n  rura l areas than urban ( Brown , 1980 ) . Th i s  turnaround has 
been exp l a i ned by economi c rather than by subjecti ve "return to the 
earth" val ues concerned wi th the qua l i ty of l i fe ( J .  D. Wi l l i ams ,  
1981 ) .  Bradshaw and B l a key ( 1979 ) wri te of the "new rura l i ty"--a 
concept referri ng  to improved commun i cat ions ,  add i t i on a l  transpor­
tat i on technol og i es ,  and the fact that new or return i ng rura l 
res i dents bri ng i ncreased profess i ona l  s k i l l s . However , there i s  a 
h i stor i c and conti nu i ng contrad i ct i on of atti tudes a nd behav i ors i n  
the express i on  of preference for l i v i ng i n  sma l l towns or rura l areas 
(i.e., those expressing positive attitudes toward rural residence 
were 65% in 1948, 49% in 1966, 55% in 1970, 58% in 1976) and the 
actual movement from rural to metropolitan areas ( Elgin, Thomas, 
Logothetti, & Cox, 1974; Gallup, 1978; Mazie & Rawling, 1972). 
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The evaluation of an individual's quality of life is an idea 
that is perceived through a filter of each individual's needs, 
values, and preferences. Quality of life in rural America depends on 
how well that environment meets the perceived needs of those who live 
in these areas (i.e., their needs may well differ from urban 
inhabitants) (Korte, 1983). Subjective indicators, therefore, must 
be present in any analysis of the quality of rural life. In short , 
objective indicators serve as "marker variables" of life conditions, 
but do not reveal the meaning they may have for rural inhabitants. 
There are far reaching economic weaknesses in rural America 
( Brinkman, 1974; Dillman & Tremblay, 1977; Elgin et al., 1974; Hines, 
Brown, & Zimmer, 1975; Hock, 1972; . Ross, Bluestone, & Hines, 1979; U. 
S. Department of Agriculture, 1978). Among these weaknesses are 
lower income, h igher unemp loyment, higher proportion of  citi zens 
living below the poverty line, involuntary part-time employment, and 
lower salaries for the same jobs (Chadwick & Bahr, 1978; Nilsen, 
1979). Rural America has been judged to have a lower qua lity of life 
as shown by objective social indicators (Korte, 1983) but nonetheless 
rural inhabitants express higher levels of satisfaction with their 
place of residence and standard of living (Johnson & Knop, 1970; 
Rogers, 1979). 
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Measures of the Quality of Life 
Social reporting requires dynamic descriptive measures that can 
be used to track change over time. The quality of life construct is 
likely to be used to justify policy relevance and to give human 
meaning to a variety of studies and projects. Therefore, quality of 
life should be widely tested for validity on longitudinal and non­
middle class samples (Campbell & Converse, 1972). Various 
assumptions about the quality of life lead to various methods for 
measurement. 
The analysis of the quality of life is difficult because it has 
been poorly conceptualized (Bunge, 1975; Katzner, 1979; Levy & 
Guttman, 1975). For example, questions have been raised about 
whether individuals are capable of objectively assessing their own 
emotional states and, if they can, whether they will communicate them 
accurately (Berelson & Steiner, 1964; Wells, 1981). Others see 
quality of life measures as necessarily involving attributes of 
social and economic behavior exclusive of individual perceptions 
(e.g., Dyos, 1969). Social and economic qualities of urban areas, in 
particular, are seen as being conditioned by technology, government, 
population size, and population density. Still others view quality 
of life in terms of attributes such as wealth, wisdom, virtue, and 
happiness. Accordingly, such people view better health and greater 
wisdom as leading to higher quality lives (Blumenfeld, 1969). Such 
varied assumptions lead to different measures. Therefore, the 
articulation of precisely what is of interest and the careful 
labelling of this phenomenon are important. 
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Quality of life would seem to be a multidimensional construct 
(Atkinson, 1978; Wilcox, 1981) with objective and subjective 
dimensions. The subjective dimensions tap individuals' perceptions 
and evaluations of happiness, satisfaction, and overall well-being or 
well-being of various domains of life. The measurement of these 
perceptions or evaluations generally is based on self-reports of the 
psychological experience of quality of life which may or may not 
correspond closely to external conditions (Campbell, et al., 1976). 
Some would argue that such concepts as satisfaction are almost 
impossible to measure and can only be assessed with quantitative 
surrogates (e. g. , Gross, 1966). However, others argue that 
surrogates present a validity issue and are not sufficient 
conceptually to replace an assessment of direct experience (A . 
Campbell, 1972). 
People evaluate their life achievements and attainment in 
relation to their aspirations (Campbell, et al. , 1976). What 
gratifies one person frustrates another; satisfaction is a personal 
experience and the input required to produce satisfaction varies 
greatly from person to person and over time. The literature on 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction measures must assume that most 
people can report experiences with reasonable validity. 
Quality of life has been assessed in a variety of ways . Gurin, 
Veroff, and Feld (1960), for example, investigated mental health and 
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used a single question to ask how "happy" the respondents were. 
Other studies also reported on happiness (e.g., Bradburn, 1969 ; 
Bradburn & Caplovitz, 196 5) and found happiness to be related to the 
relative balance of two independent affective conditions (i.e., 
positive and negative affective states). Cantril (1965) tends to use 
"happiness" and "satisfaction" interchangeably but unlike earlier 
research did not place emphasis on affective states. Instead Cantril 
focused on aspirations, needs, and satisfactions. Much of the 
research after Cantril was concerned with the experiencing of life 
rather than the conditions of life and had broader scope than mental 
health or epidemiologic studies (Campbell, et al., 1976). · 
Supplanting happiness with satisfaction has resolved some of the 
definitional problems that have plagued thinking about the concept of 
happiness from the time of Aristotle (Ross, 1927) to the present. 
Happiness is not as useful a concept as satisfaction for assessing 
quality of life because of: (a) language to language translation 
(i.e., cultural) problems, (b) greater variations in happiness than 
for satisfaction (i.e., gaiety to depression for happiness versus 
satisfaction to frustration for satisfaction), and (c) happiness 
seems to be short term and more situation specific than satisfaction 
(Andrews & Withey, 1976 ; Campbell, et al., 1976). 
Most past studies• assumed that well-being was a pervasive aspect 
of experience that could be measured by a single item measure (e.g., 
Abrams, 1974 ; Bradburn & Caplovitz, 1965 ;  Cantril, 196 5 ;  Gurin, et 
al., 1960; Kilpatrick & Cantril, 1960). Subsequent work did not 
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reject the idea of a general evaluation but did focus more on 
awareness that there are specific domains of life experiences that 
influence the overall evaluation of life (Campbell, et al. , 1976). 
Previous research on satisfaction with work, leisure, housing, 
family, and other domains suggested that sampling several domains 
would provide more detailed information on l ife satisfaction (Andrews 
& Withey, 1976; Campbell, et al., 1976; Flanagan, 1978; Medley, 
1980). 
The domains represented in these several life satisfaction 
scales vary widely. In general, however, specific domains were 
chosen which were believed to have significance for all or almost all 
people and which were assumed to be components of the general quality 
of life. The satisfacti on to dissatisfaction domains as well as any 
other social indicators of overall life satisfaction should meet at 
least the following criteria : (a) coverage broad enough to include 
all the most important concerns of the population whose well-being is 
being monitored; (b) indicators should have relevance for each of a 
population ' s subgroups; (c) despite broad coverage needs there is the 
need for statistical and economic efficiency and for conceptual 
parsimony; (d) validity should be known and it should be high 
(Andrews & Withey, 1 976; Campbell, et al., 1976). 
The domains included in life satisfaction scales have largely 
been based on their presence in earlier research, relevance to public 
policy, and the intuitive sense of the researchers (Campbell, et al., 
1976). Although there is no wi dely recognized ''best' ' �cale, research 
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findi ngs based on l inear add it ive li fe sati sfacti on scales have 
generally shown consi stency and certa in  domains have usually been 
present i n  the scales of major research projects (see Table 1 ). 
Scales based on emp ir ical defin it ions have greater face val id ity and 
have confi rmed the i mportance of many of the domains that had been 
i ncluded for i ntui t ive reasons i n  earlier li fe sat i sfacti on scales 
(Flanagan, 1 978). 
The cumulative domains of a scale for the assessment of life 
sat i sfact ion have been shown to produce more stable and more reli able 
measures than global reports (Andrews & Wi they, 1 976; Campbell, et 
al., 1 976). Predi cting l ife sati sfacti on measures of thi s  k ind as a 
dependent vari able with li near add it ive models has proven qu ite 
suffi cient (Campbell, et al. , 1 976). 
Such a scale also avoi ds the enti rely personal, i d i osyncrat ic, 
and si tuat i onal frames of reference whi ch flaw such si ngle i tem 
measures as Cantri l ' s  self-anchoring ladder (Cantri l, 1 965). 
Furthermore, an add it ive model of life sati sfact i on avoi ds the 
question about whether l ife as a whole i s  so broad a concept that 
people can think in  such terms. Addi ti onally, additi ve scales of 
life sat i sfaction are superi or to si ngle i tem measures by making 
possi ble interpersonal and intergroup compari sons (Campbell, et al. , 
1 976). 
Life sati sfact i on scales w ith several domai ns, each of whi ch 
ranges from very sati sfied to very di ssati sfi ed, as measures of the 
psychological experi ence of the qual ity of l ife do present some 
Table 1 
Domai ns I nc l uded i n  the L i fe Sati sfaction Vari abl e of Severa l 
Recent Li near Add i t i ve Mode l s  
Campbel l ,  Converse, Andrews & Wi they, Fl annagan, Current 
& Rogers, 1 976 1 976 1 978 Study 
Amount of Educat ion X 
Proximi ty to Chi ldhood Home X 
Community Servi ces X 
and Faci l i ti es 
Commun ity Size X X 
Express i ng Sel f  X 
Fami ly Li fe X X X 
Fri endship X X X 
Heal th X X X 
Hel pi ng and X 
Encourag ing Others 
Housework/job X X X X 
Housi ng X X X 
Learni ng X 
Lei sure Acti vi ties X X X 
L i fe i n  the U . S. X 
L i v i ng Arrangements X 
Local Government X X 
Marri age X X X X 
Nation X 
Nati onal Government X 
Nei ghborhood X X 
Relations wi th Relat i ves X X 
Re l i gion X 
Sav i ngs X 
Seasonal Changes X 
Sel f  X X 
Standard of Li �i ng X X X X 
Usefu lness of Education X X X 
w °' 
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problems. It is always possible to criticize a particular scale for 
the domains that have or have not been included. It is also possible 
to argue that in the use of Lickert scales information is lost 
through the limited resolution of categories. In addition, it may be 
argued that the categories are, strictly speaking, only ordinal and, 
therefore, that there are limitations on the statistical procedures 
which can be used without reservation. Also, Lickert scales have 
been criticized because there is the inadvertent artificial influence 
of constraining or expanding the range of the fixed choices which can 
be used by the respondents (Lodge & Tursky, 1979). Further, there 
are problems with satisfaction scales, in general, concerning 
positivity bias (Smith, 1979), thresholds of content and discontent 
(Quinn, Staines, & McCullough, 1974), and the relatively low levels 
of expressed dissatisfaction (Kahn, 1972). Those who defend the 
additive life satisfaction scales point out that the positivity bias 
is not of concern since the interest is in how people differ in 
relative life satisfaction and/or domains and not the absolute level 
of satisfaction (Campbell, et al., 1976). 
Life satisfaction has often been postulated as being dependent, 
in part, on such factors as health, material standard of living, 
observable indicators of family life, and financial situation 
(Katona, 1972; Medley, 1980; Spreitzer & Snyder, 1979). Several 
generalizations emerge from such studies. Among these 
generalizations are that life satisfaction is relatively high for 
males and females. That is, across their adult lives life 
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satisfaction is re lated to age in an increasing monotonic function in 
men, but remains re lative ly constant for women (Med ley, 1980). Some 
studies have found that standard of living is the most significant 
determinant (Med ley, 1980), whi le others have found standard of 
living to be re lated to age (Spreitzer & Snyder, 1979). Other 
investigators have found that standard of living has greater 
significance for the life satisfaction of those with low incomes 
(Campbe l l, et a l., 1976). 
The last genera lization concerned with the inf luence of a 
person's standard of living on life satisfaction raises the question 
about whether status projections are persona l goa l commitments or 
mere ly ref lections of cu ltura l va lues. Are satisfactions based on 
actua l leve ls of attainment, on fu lfi l ling the expectations of those 
who socia lized the individua l ,  or individua l choices (Co leman, 1975) ? 
Katona (1972) pointed to the need for re liab le data on changes in 
satisfaction with materia l we l l-being as we l l  as on changes in 
incentives and aspirations in the economic sphere. Thus, there wou ld 
seem to be the need for stud ie s  on the inf luence of externa l a nd 
quantifiab le indicators (i.e., such as sa lary, educationa l and 
occupationa l attainment) a long with interna l indicators (e. g . ,  
eva luations of perceived opportunities, demands, and se lf-esteem) on 
life satisfaction. 
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Research Hypotheses 
The remainder of this chapter is concerned with a review of the 
literature on the linkages in the model illustrated in Figure 1. The 
hypotheses are based on eight independent variables (i.e., 
educational attainment, occupational attainment , financial resources , 
educational demands, job opportunities gap , self-esteem, size of 
community resided in, and how far one now resides from where they 
grew up). 
Status Attainment 
The first three hypotheses to be examined pertain to the 
relationship between status attainment variables and life 
satisfaction. The predictions reflect the importance of achieved 
status variables on the reported life satisfaction of Appalachian 
young adults. That is, the meaning of status is a manifestation of a 
values system which defines the quality of life as based upon 
accumulation of certain material symbols of success and achievement . 
In contrast, alternative values systems, in which success is based on 
ascription by birth, aesthetic e xpressiveness, or personal 
persuasiveness may not demonstrate similar relationships between 
status attainment and life satisfaction. 
One of the central issues in the research about life 
satisfaction is the extent to which achievement goals which are 
exemplified by indicators of attainment such as salary, level of 
schooling, and occupational prestige contribute to the perceived 
ATTAINMENT VARIABLES 
Occupational Attai nment 
Educational Attai nment 
Fi nanc ial Resources 
INTERNAL REFERENTS 
Job Opportun i ty Gap 
Educational Demands 
RESI DENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Communi ty Si ze 
Proximity to Chi ldhood Home 
SELF-EVALUATION 
Sel f-esteem 
CONTROL VARIABLES 
Fathers ' Occupational Presti ge Level 
Gender of Young Adult  
Figure 1 
L ife 
Sati sfaction 
Dimens ions of Status Attainment, Frustrat ions about Opportunit ies and Demands, 
Res i dential Characteri sti cs, and Sel f-esteem as Predi ctors of 
Li fe Satisfact ion: A Theoreti cal Model 
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qua lity of life for individua ls. There is evidence that the United 
States citizenry emphasizes materia lism and materia listic va lues more 
than many other cultures of the Western hemisphere ( B lau & Duncan , 
1967; Ha l ler & Portes , 1973). One study, however , indicated that 
North American youth are not different from a samp le of Latin 
American youth. For example , in one of these studies , extrinsic 
rewards va lued by United States youth and Argentine youth were the 
same--name ly youth from both countries rated a stab le secure future 
as important , money as somewhat less important , and socia l status and 
prestige as being least important (Artz & Ma ldonado , 1978). The 
importance of sa lary and educationa l and occupationa l attainments 
have been found to be important predictors of life satisfaction among 
the peop le samp led in some of the studies (Andrews & Withey, 1976; 
Campbe l l , et a l. ,  1976). 
However , there are few studies on these issues conducted with 
rura l samp les and none which dea l specifica l ly with the life 
satisfaction of low-income , white Appa lachians from rura l areas. An 
empirica l test of the inf luence of externa l indicators (e.g. , sa lary) 
on life satisfaction would seem to be most appropriate for 
subpopulations of Americans in which leve ls of attainment are 
re lative ly low (e.g. , young adults from rura l Appa lachia). 
A lthough there is re lative ly less emphasis on achievement and 
materia l goa ls in Appa lachia than in the larger society ( Hennon & 
Photiadis , 1979; Photiadis ,  1977) , some writers have noted the 
increasing loya lty to urban normative patterns in the region 
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(Billings, 1974; Photiadis, 1977; Schwarzweller & Brown, 1969; Urey, 
1983; Valentine, 1968). The growing acceptance of mainstream 
American achievement values occurs, however, within a context of 
greater acceptance of traditional lifeways than is true in 
mainstream, urban America (Peters, et al., in press; Stephenson, 
1968). 
The people of Appalachia have experienced increasing interaction 
and communication with Americans from outside the region since the 
late nineteenth century and particularly since 1940 (Photiadis� 
1977). Return migrations exacerbated and intensified the weakening 
of the social boundary maintenance mechanism and increased the use of 
outsiders as social referents. The growing perception of many 
Appalachians was that there were more prestigious systems available 
outside the region or, at least, that a better life was possible 
elsewhere (Photiadis, 1977). The result of such thinking is supposed 
to have led to feelings of deprivation (Ball, 1970; Photiadis, 1977) 
with no means of fulfillment. 
Such an argument would make sense were it not for the continuing 
value placed on traditional lifestyles and the support and 
gratification that Appalachians are said to derive from their 
locality and proximity to kin (Batteau, 1982; Beaver, 1982; Brown & 
Schwarzweller, 1970; Bryant, 1981; Coles, 1971; Ford, 1962; Hicks, 
1976; Matthews, 1966; Schwarzweller, et al., 1971; Stephenson, 1968; 
Weller, 1965). This literature suggests that connectedness with 
ascribed status from one's family of origin may be more important to 
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the life satisfaction of individuals, who hold these traditional 
values, than the emerging achievement values adopted by Appalachians 
who leave the . area (Gaventa, 1980; Hennon & Photiadis, 1979; 
Philliber, 1981; Photiadis & Schwarzweller, 1970) and stay away--or 
those who rise to high status positions within local rural 
communities (Stephenson, 1968). Among these traditional values, 
therefore, is an emphasis on close proximity to kin and childhood 
friends. 
Consistent with these ideas, there are certain characteristics 
of Appalachian families which suggest that the external indi cators 
(i. e. , the objects and indicators of status attainments) are not 
central to how some Appalachians evaluate their life satisfaction. 
Specifically, this would have particular relevance for lower 
socioeconomic families similar to what Stephenson (1968) refers to. as 
types I I I  and I V  families based on the amount of time that 
individuals are employed and the nature of their occupations. 
Consequently, the relevant hypotheses (see Figure 1) are: 
Hypothesis one which specifies that the influence of actual 
occupational attainment � life satisfaction will be nonsignificant. 
Hypothesis two which proposes that the influence of actual 
educational attainment on life satisfaction will be nonsignificant. 
Hypothesis three indicates that the influence of actual 
financial resources on life satisfaction will be nonsignificant. 
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Perceived Frustration 
Alfred North Whitehead wrote that, " the essence of life is 
to be found in the frustrations of established order" (1938, p. 119) 
and that "the art of progress is to preserve order amid change, and 
to preserve change amid order" (1929, p. 515). I t  might be said that 
people desire more than they have, expect less than they desire, and 
use individuals whom they wish to be like as their reference for 
success or failure. Individuals may be motivated to revolt from 
present circumstances if they devel op "continued, even habitual but 
dynamic expectations of greater opportunity to satisfy basic needs" 
(Davies, 1962, p. 8). The evaluation of what one hopes to have and 
what one really expects to get are mental comparisons (i. e. , 
expectations and aspirations). Evaluations of this kind are based on 
internal referents and have consequences for the degree of 
satisfaction that a person experiences (Gutek, Allen, Tyler, Lau, & 
Majchrzak, 1983). Perhaps one of the earliest articulations of this 
evaluation process is from Marx and Engels (1955, vol. 1, p. 94): 
A noticeable increase in wages presupposes a rapid growth of 
productive capital. The rapid growth of productive capital 
bri ngs an equally rapid growth of wealth, luxury, social 
wants, social enjoyments. Thus, although the enjoyments of 
the workers have risen, the social satisfaction that they 
give has fallen in comparison with the increased enjoyments 
of the capitalists, which are inaccessible to the worker, 
in comparison with the state of development of society in 
general. Our desires and pleasures spring from society; 
we measure them, therefore, by society and not by the objects 
which serve for their satisfaction. Because they are of a 
social nature, they are of a relative nature. 
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More recent ly , discussions about satisfaction have noted that 
satisfaction dec lines as the gap increases between a person 's 
re levant aspirations (i.e. , that which is the idea l or what is hoped 
for) and his or her actua l current situation (Campbe l l ,  et a l. ,  1976 ; 
Davies , 1962 ; Gurr , 1970 ; Mason & Fau lkenberry , 1978). Furthermore , 
satisfactions ha ve been shown to be tied to expectations (i.e. , 
rea listic or reckoned) and those avai lab le standards of  comparison in 
which such expectations are moored (Campbe l l ,  et al. , 1976). 
Satisfaction depends joint ly on attained or objective reality on the 
one hand and comparisons with aspirations and expectations on the 
other hand (A. Campbe l l ,  1972 ; Gutek et a l. , 1983). 
As previous ly mentioned , the economic aspirations and standards 
o f  comparison for rura l Appa lachians wou ld seem to be simi lar to 
urban re sidents ( E l ler ,  1982 ; Korte , 1983). Such a comparison (i.e. , 
one in which aspirations are much higher than expectations or attain­
ment) causes rura l residents to fee l a negative or unsatisfactory 
perception about their lives. This distinction between expectations 
and aspirations becomes more de finite as young peop le accumu late life 
experiences (Gabbard & Co leman , 1976). The stage of  the life cyc le 
during which expectations , aspirations , and attainment are samp led 
is , therefore , important. Young adu lts are like ly to occupy ro les 
that may be less than they hope for (i.e. , aspire) but young adu lts 
may stil l expect to be ab le to attain more va lued ro les later. It is 
like ly , therefore , that they wi l l  be less frustrated or disappointed 
than midd le-aged adu lts in a simi lar situation. Midd l e-aged or o lder 
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adults may not feel as optimistic about what they may yet be able to 
achieve. 
The comparison of aspirations with expectations is an important 
area for empirical investigation. The gap between these two mental 
referents (i. e. , aspirations and expectations) would seem to offer a 
rough index of the perception of opportunities available or the 
demands required for enactment. The greater the discrepancy between 
expectations and aspirations the higher the frustration level and the 
lower the consequent level of satisfaction. The perception of 
opportunities or demands (i. e. , greater opportunities lead to lower 
frustration whereas greater demands lead to higher frustration) would 
logically influence the level of satisfaction with one's life. While 
there have not been empirical tests of such influences there have 
been similar models proposed. French, Rogers, and Cobb (1974), for 
example, proposed the "person-environment fit" model to explain 
satisfaction. They saw satisfaction (i. e. , the subjective fit) as a 
result of the congruence between the environment as ! person 
perceives it and that person's perceived aspirations. Although the 
relevance to objective reality may be less than perfect owing to 
distortions from the process of perception (Brickman & Campbell, 
1971; French, et al. , 1974), each perceived entity is presumed to 
have some relevance to objective reality (e. g. , aspirations and 
expectations about salary may or may not be compared to salary norms 
of other groups). 
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The mental compari son of aspirations and expectations for jobs 
or education summarizes the amount of frustration with two important 
areas of adul t l ife which may predict l ife satisfaction among young 
adul ts. This comparison results in feel ings of frustration about 
l imited "opportunities" if aspirations are higher than expectations. 
I f  expectations become higher than aspirations, such comparisons are 
experienced as "demands" or feel ings of coercion. 
Many studies have cited the infl uence of race and socioeconomic 
status of the famil y of origin on aspirations or expectations (e. g. , 
Bronfenbrenner, 1961; Kohn� 1977; Phil l iber, 1981; Rehberg & Westby, 
1967; Sewel l & Hauser, 1980; Sewel l & Shah, 1967, ' 1968) . However, 
within a singl e race or singl e SES sampl e the comparison of 
aspirations to expectations woul d be held  constant with respect to 
race or SES. I f  aspirations are higher than expectations, 
dissatisfaction may resul t because of the l imitations that a person 
experiences rel ative to what she or he hopes for. Correspondingl y  as 
this "opportunity gap" decreases (i. e. , as frustration diminishes), 
satisfaction woul d be expected to increase. In a simi l ar fashion, if 
aspirations are l ower than expectations, dissatisfaction may resul t 
because a person may feel pressured to do more than he or she hoped 
woul d be necessary in order to become social l y  mobil e. I n  short, it 
is the degree . of congruence or match between aspirations and 
expectations that indexes the frustration l evel and, in turn, 
predicts perceived satisfaction. 
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The dominant val ue in the western worl d is for status to be 
derived from one's occupation rather than ascription (Hal l er & 
Portes, 1973). The definition of oneself  and satisfaction with 
oneself  is l argel y derived from what is defined as one's adult work 
rol e, inc luding domestic roles for women. Thus, the "perceived job 
opportunity gap" should  be a salient predictor of l ife satisfaction 
(Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbel l ,  et a l . ,  1976). 
Perceived opportunities for high l evels  of education are 
compl icated by some ambivalent perceptions about the useful ness and 
necessity of education in Appal achia (Photiadis & Simoni, 1983; Reck 
& Reck, 1976; Schwarzwel l er & Brown, 1969; Urey & · Henggel er, 1983). 
What l ow-income Appal achians hope for, expect, and attain as their 
l eve l of education is influenced by their perception of the need for 
education. Low-income Appal achian youth feel compel l ed to go further 
in school than they wish to in order to gain better jobs and salary. 
Both the avail ability of educational opportunities (Photiadis & 
Simoni, 1983; Urey & Henggeler, 1983) and the perception of education 
as an end in itself (Photiadis & Simoni, 1983; Reck & Reck, 1976; 
Rehberg & Westby, 1967; Schwarzwel l er & Brown, 1969) infl uence the 
rel ationship between perceived frustration about educational demands 
(i. e. , expectations minus aspirations) and life satisfaction. Yet, 
a lthough school enrol lment ·and educational attainment are l ow (Hines 
et al . ,  1975; Korte, 1983), there is some evidence that Appal achians 
do value formal school ing (Cosby, Thomas, & Fal k, 1976) . 
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Despite the valuing of education, however, many Appalachians 
express alienation from schools and hostility toward education (Reck 
& Reck, 1976). They feel ambivalent about how much education is 
desirable because along with the hostility that they feel toward 
their schools they perceive that education may have important 
implications for future occupational attainment opening up 
opportunities for particular jobs and improved standards of living 
(Reck & Reck, 1976). Urey and Henggeler (1983) point out that 
schools in rural America may actually be inferior to urban schools or 
so dominated by middle-class values that education has little 
relevance to rural youth. The result is that these youth may feel 
compelled to go further in school than they aspire. Correspondingly, 
many of these youth may actually expect that they will get more 
education than they want in order to get desirable jobs and higher 
standards of living. Others suggest that educational expectations re 
not very high in order to allow individuals to deny a sense of 
failure (Cosby, et al., 1976). 
In a general way, it is expected that the greater the congruence 
between aspirations and expectations the higher the l evel of life 
satisfaction will be. Aspirations for jobs are assumed to be higher 
than expectations for jobs. Thus, subtracting expectations from 
aspirations should produce positive values. Aspirations for jobs 
minus expectations for jobs defines the perceived job opportunity 
gap. The smaller the gap between aspirations and expectations the 
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more that job opportunities correspond with those which are hoped 
for. 
Among rural Appalachians aspirations for how far one will go in 
school are assumed to be lower than the expectations for how far one 
expects he or she will have to go in school to get desirable jobs and 
salary (Reck & Reck, 1976). Thus, subtracting educational attainment 
aspirations from educational attainment expectations defines the 
degree of perceived frustration about educational demands. The 
larger the incongruence between expectations and aspirations the 
greater the perceived educational demands. Consequently, the 
relevant hypotheses (see Figure 1 ,  p. 40) are: 
Hypothesis four which states that the greater the absolute value 
of frustration about the job opportunity � the lower the level of 
life satisfaction. 
Hypothesis five states that the greater the absolute value of 
frustration about educational demands the lower the level of life -- --- - -- - -- - --
satisfaction. 
Current Residential Characteristics 
In addition to attainment variables (i.e., educational, 
occupational, and salary attainment) and perceptions of opportunities 
or demands (i.e., for education and for jobs) there are variables 
which represent the residential environment. Subjective indicators 
of the quality of life must be present in the analysis of life 
satisfaction but objective indicators also provide some of the basis 
for their evaluation (Korte, 1983). Variables such as community size 
5 1  
tap a variety of social, political, and economic issues (Rogers, 
1 979). Expressed residential preference for rural areas and small 
towns, plus the greater satisfaction that is expressed with 
communities of smaller size attest to the usefulness of this variable 
for studies of life satisfaction (Dillman & Tremblay, 1 977; Elgin et 
al., 1 974; Rogers, 1 979). 
Research suggests that the perceived quality of life in rural 
America is quite positive (i. e., the expressed superior satisfaction 
of residents who live in smaller communities) (Korte, 1983). Rogers 
(1 979) also found that community satisfaction is mediated by high 
satisfaction with standard of living. Again, it is seen that 
objective indicators provide the context, while subjective 
evaluations give the basis for the positive overall picture of rural 
America. Satisfaction with community size and satisfaction with 
education are two components of life satisfaction. Satisfaction with 
schools increases with decreasing community size and satisfaction 
with commu�ity increases with decreasing levels of education 
(Campbell, et al., 1 976). Furthermore, residents of Appalachia seem 
to be oriented to small communities and may not be psychologically 
prepared for urban life. Therefore, the statement that follows (see 
Figure 1 ,  p. 40) is: 
Hypothesis six which specifies that the smaller the community 
size of residence the higher the level of life satisfaction. 
The tight-knit kinship patterns in which Appalachian youth are 
socialized may be expected to influence the level of satisfaction 
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with their adult lives. One of the characteristics of the modern 
Appalachian family is its deep and abiding control over the 
social.ization and the interests of its members (Ball, 1 970; 
Photiadis, 1 977; Photiadis & Schwarzweller, 1 970) . A sense of 
loyalty to one ' s  "home place" results from the virtual monopolization 
of individual ' s  allegiance to the area in which she or he grew up. 
Proximity to one ' s  childhood home is expected to influence the life 
satisfaction of Appalachian young adults. Thus, a logical proposal 
(see Figure 1 ,  p. 40) is: 
Hypothesis seven which posits that the closer the proximity of 
residence to the childhood home, the higher the level of life 
satisfaction. 
Self-esteem 
Self-esteem has been found to be related to feelings of well­
being in one ' s  life (Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell, et al. , 1 976; 
Flanagan, 1 978). The valuing of oneself and acceptance of one ' s  
worth to other peop le  constitute one of the el ements of a matrix of 
beliefs, skills, and knowledge produced within self by an array of 
influences (Spenner & Featherman, 1 978) . The influence of self­
esteem on life satisfaction is most likely a direct and positive one 
(Gordon, 1 972 ; Rosenberg & Simmons, 1 972; Van Zeyl, 1 974; Wells & 
Maxwell, 1 976) . The self-esteem of low-income, rural Appalachians 
has been shown to be relatively high suggesting a positive adaptation 
and acceptance of their existing reality about themselves (Reed & 
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Kuipers, 1 976). Such acceptance will likely influence the level of 
life satisfaction. Evaluations about the self are different from the 
evaluation about one's life. Self-esteem is not part of the 
evaluation of satisfaction with one ' s  own life (i.e., self-esteem is 
not one of the domains sampled in life satisfaction) and is a 
logically distinct concept from life satisfaction. However, 
evaluation of self is expected to predict life satisfaction. Based 
on this, the following hypothesis is put forward {see Figure 1 ,  p. 
40): 
Hypothesis eight proposes that the higher the level of self­
esteem the higher the level of life satisfaction. · 
Sociodemographics 
In addition to status attainment, frustration about educational 
demands and job opportunities, residential characteristics, and self­
esteem there are a number of other factors which are potential 
predictors of life satisfaction. These factors may have direct 
effects on life satisfaction or may have indirect effects through 
interaction with other predictor variables. For example, research on 
aspirations and expectations has found a positive relationship 
between family SES and educational aspirations and expectations 
(Alexander & Eckland, 1975; Kerckhoff, 1 974; Mariani & Greenberger, 
1 978a, 1978b; Otto & Haller, 1 979). Socioeconomic status takes into 
account income, education, and occupational prestige (Hodge, Siegal, 
& Rossi, 1 964; Miller, 1977). Parental expectations and 
socialization practices directed at their children may vary with the 
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SES of the family (Gecas, 1979; Hoffman, 1980; Kohn, 1977; Peterson & 
Rollins, in press). These parental expectations, in turn, may be 
internalized and reflected in the aspirations and expectations of 
young adults. Thus, the SES of the family of origin (i.e. , as 
measured by the fathers' occupational prestige level) will be 
controlled in the data analysis of this study. 
Research literature on parental expectations for female and male 
youth also supports the notion that differential expectations of 
parents are based on the gender of the child (Biller, 1981; McDonald, 
1977). Parents interact differently with male and female children 
(Baumrind, 1980; Lamb, 1977; Peterson, Rollins, Thomas, & Heaps, 
1982; Rollins & Thomas, 1979). Additionally, there is evidence that 
by young adulthood rural women, such as in Appalachia, have higher 
educational and occupational aspirations than young men (Dunne, 
Elliott, & Carlsen, 1981; Thomas & Falk, 1978). Such research 
demonstrates the importance of controlling for the ge�der of young 
adults in the data analysis for the present study. Thus, in addition 
to controlling the SES of the family of origin this study includes 
gender as a control variable. 
Summary 
This chapter reviewed the literature pertaining to life 
satisfaction and aspects of status attainment, perceived frustration 
about educational demands and job opportunities, current residential 
characteristics, and self-esteem. Although little research was found 
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on life satisfaction or the relative importance of objective versus 
subjective indicators to the quality of life of people who reside in 
rural settings, a conceptual base was provided from which hypotheses 
predicting levels of life satisfaction were developed. Literature 
pertaining to selected control variables (i. e. , SES of the family of 
origin and gender of young adult) also was reviewed. 
CHAPTER  III 
M ETHODS 
Sample 
This study involved a secondary data analysis of a purposive 
sample. The original longitudinal study sought to compare the goals 
of low-income youth from several Southern subpopulations in order to 
help youth to achieve educational and occupational goals that 
maximize their life satisfaction (Hall, 1979; Peters, 1983; Southern 
Regional Technical Committee, 1974). 
Respondents for the original regional project, upon which this 
study was based, were drawn from six states of the Southeastern 
United States (i.e., from Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia). The baseline phase of the 
Southern Regional Research Project, S-63 was begun in 1969. In the 
original panel, 1412 mother child pairs of fifth and sixth grade 
students (mean age � 11.2 years ) participated in the first phase o f  
the longitudinal project. 
The original regional sample was drawn to include groups of 
rural Appalachian whites, rural blacks and urban blacks. These 
respondents were drawn from twenty schools located in areas 
characterized by high levels of unemployment , poverty, and by general 
economic hard times. The potential schools were selected by 
stratification criteria based on community size (i.e., nearby towns 
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of 2500 or less to represent rural areas and cities of 40, 000 or 
greater to represent urban areas ) .  Sampling quotas for each state 
were obtained by selecting about one in three of the potential 
schools (i.e., that met the stratification criteria for the S-63 
project). 
The present study involved only the Appalachian whites from 
rural areas who participated in the three data collection periods 
(i.e., 1 969, 1 975, and 1 979) of the longitudinal project (i.e., the 
present study includes a sample drawn from Kentucky, North Carolina, 
and Tennessee). Therefore, the sample size for this study was the 
322 participants (1 40 males and 1 82 females) who responded to all 
three assessments of the longitudinal study. Data from these 322 
Appalachian whites were collected during each of the three panels and 
accounts for 322 of the original 580 Appalachian whites from the 1 969 
baseline panel. 
Because the focus of the S-63 project concerned low-income 
families, families from higher socioeconomic backgrounds were 
excluded from the present sample. The criteria for inclusion or 
exclusion was the parents' occupational status and educational 
attainment. When children from families of higher income parents 
were eliminated from the sample, the educational attainment levels of 
the remaining Appalachian white parents were 8.5 years for fathers 
and 9. 1 years for mothers. In addition, the average occupational 
prestige scores (Duncan, 1 96 1 )  of the parents from the baseline 
sample were 58.9 for fathers and 55.9 for mothers; all of these 
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parents reported occupations found in the lower five levels of the 
United States Census classification ( i. e . ,  they were craftsmen, 
operatives in factories, laborers, clerical workers, service workers, 
or agricultural workers) . 
On the day that the instruments were administered, eighty eight 
percent of the students in the selected population attended school. 
All of the fifth and sixth graders in the targeted population were 
given the Otis Lennon Mental Ability Test ( 1969) in order to screen 
out those students who would be unable to respond effectively to the 
written survey forms. 
The scores from 1969 and 1979 were compared for parents' 
educational attainment and for occupational prestige in order to 
establish similarities or differences in the 322 longitudinal 
respondents. The respondents who remained were compared to the 258 
respondents who dropped out from the original sample size of 580 
Appalachian whites who had been sampled during the 1969 baseline (see 
Table 5, · Appendix A) . No significant differences were found between 
the dropout group and the recontacted longitudinal group for 
occupational prestige scores (Duncan, 1961) . However, there were 
significant differences in the educational levels for both parents 
( Peters, 1983) . The average educational attainment level of the 
longitudinal mothers was 9. 1 years of school, while the dropouts' 
mothers averaged 8. 2 years of school; the longitudinal fathers 
averaged 8. 5 years of school, while the average educational 
attainment of fathers of dropouts was 7. 4 years of school. 
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Despite significant differences in the educationa l attainment 
levels  of parents from the dropout and l ongitudina l  groups, the 
l atter group of mothers and fathers continued to reflect lower 
socioeconomic levels of attainment. 
Procedures 
The initia l  survey questionnaire was pretested between January 
and Ju ly  1968. It was eva luated and revised by a subcommittee of the 
research team and compl eted in January 1969 (Southern Regiona l 
Technical Committee, 1974). Researchers who were to administer the 
survey received instructions about the purposes and procedures of the 
project before they began their data col lection in the respondents ' 
school s  and homes . Additional ly, an instruction manual was deve loped 
and distributed to the research technicians. Instructions and 
prompts were included in these materia ls  to provide guidance to 
students during each part of the assessment. 
During the 1969 baseline project research technicians went out 
in teams of two to administer the questionnaire in the respondents' 
cl assrooms. One member of each team read the instructions to 
respondents while the other hel ped individua l  respondents with 
questions and problems. 
Students responded to questions measuring self-concept, academic 
motivation, rel ationships with parents and peers, communication 
patterns with parents, occu�ationa l and educational goal s, as wel l as 
• some sociodemographic kinds of information. Research teams a lso went 
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to the fi fth and si xth grade respondents ' homes to survey the 
chi ldren ' s  mothers i n  1969. The mothers answered questi ons 
concerning fami ly demographics, their aspirati ons and expectati ons 
for thei r chi ldren, and questi ons about thei r chi ld reari ng practi ces 
and i deas ( Souther� Regi onal Techni cal Committee, 1974). 
The second panel of data was collected in  1975 from as many of 
the 1969 respondents as could be found who were wi lli ng to 
parti ci pate. When the youth from the 1969 baseli ne were resurveyed 
they ranged from 17 to 19 years of age wi th a mean age of 17. 1 years. 
Most of the 1975 respondents were found and surveyed i n  thei r hi gh 
school classroom setti ngs. Respondents were asked about educati onal 
plans, occupati onal plans and obstacles to those plans. Also 
assessed was thei r sati sfacti on wi th vari ous aspects of life, school 
performance, locus of control and self-concept. Some respondents 
were contacted outsi de of the selected hi gh school settings because 
they had dropped out of school or because they had left the 
communi ty. 
The thi rd panel of data was collected in  1 979. Young adults 
responded to the survey that was mai led to them. Respondents were 
located on the basi s of thei r earli er reported address and next of 
kin. At the ti me of the thi rd panel the young adults had an average 
age of 21. 1 years ( i . e. ,  of those who had been i ncluded as respon­
dents i n  1969 and 1975). The questi onnai re i ncluded i tems measuri ng 
educati onal and occupati onal attainments as well as reports of 
current salary, closeness to where respondents had grown up, the si ze 
of the community lived in, se lf-esteem, and other sociodemographic 
information a bout marriage and fami ly, work, and educationa l p lans 
and rea lities. 
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The present study concerns the life satisfaction of young 
adu lts. The data ana lyzed for this study, therefore, were drawn from 
the young adu lt pane l (i.e., 1979) on ly. The research mode l for the 
present study contains severa l kinds of measures as independent 
variables. These measures are: measures of behavior and performance 
(i.e. , educationa l attainment, occupationa l  attainment, and financia l 
resources), measures of perceived frustration about job opportunities 
and educationa l demands (i. e. , occupationa l aspirations minus 
occupationa l expectations, and educationa l expectations minus 
educationa l aspirations), measures of a person's living situation 
(i.e., c loseness of residence to where grew up, and the size of 
community being lived in), and a persona lity mea�ure {i.e. , se lf­
esteem). Measures of these independent variables and the measures 
invo lved in the dependent variable of life satisfaction were a l l 
d rawn from the fina l time pane l (i.e., 1 979 ) .  
Data Reduction and Transformation 
Researchers in each of the six states that participated in the 
longitudina l project coded their own data using a prepared coding 
sheet. The data were key punched on to computer cards. A l l states 
sent copies of the key punched computer cards to The University of 
North Caro lina, Greensboro where the data set was compi led and 
transferred to computer tapes. Researchers in each of the 
participating states received copies of the tapes to be used for 
analyses. 
Operational Definitions 
Life Satisfaction 
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The dependent variable in this study was the life satisfaction 
of young white adults from rural Appalachia in 1979. Life 
satisfaction was assessed by summing satisfaction items for several 
domains represented in the 1979 panel (i. e. , job, amount of money 
made, high school, self in terms of how well a person took advantage 
of high school, marriage, closeness to childhood home, size of 
community living in, living arrangements, and housing satisfactions). 
These domains were used because they were available in the extant 
data set. To be included in the present sample, each subject was 
required to respond to seven or more of the nine satisfaction 
domains. Such a criterion was used because not all respondents were 
married or had finished high school at the time of their response; 
hence, two of the nine domains were not relevant to their evaluations 
of life satisfaction. 
Life satisfaction scores for each individual were calculated by 
adding Lickert responses for all the satisfaction domains and 
dividing by the number of domains for which there were responses 
(i. e. , averaging across the domains). Satisfaction responses for 
each domain ranged from a 1 for "very dissatisfied" to a 4 for "very 
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satisfied" (i.e., 1 to 4). Because these were averaged, the range 
for the entire scale was, also, 1 to 4. Despite the absence of 
several important life domains the alpha reliability coefficient for 
the life satisfaction scale was . 73 (see Table 6, Appendix B). 
The independent variables for this study were educational 
attainment, occupational attainment, frustration about educational 
demands, frustration about the job opportunity gap, self-esteem, 
financial resources attained, community size in which respondents 
resided, and proximity to the respondents' home communities. 
Occupational Attainment 
Occupational attainment was assessed by an item in the 1979 
questionnaire which asked, "Now what is your present job?" (see 
Table 8, Appendix C). Early occupational attainment varies from 
being unemployed to professional and managerial positions (Duncan, 
1961) which were classified in terms of the National Opinion Research 
Center (NORC) Occupation Prestige Scale (Reiss, 1961). The NORC 
format places· occupations on a continuum of prestige levels 
consisting of ten major categories and prestige scores. 
Educational Attainment 
Educational attainment was assessed by an item in the 1979 
questionnaire which asked: "How far have you gone in school?" 
Responses range from 1 to 10 where 1 represents "left before 
finishing the eighth grade" to 10 which represents "went beyond 
college (graduate or professional school)" (see Table 8, Appendix C). 
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Financial Resources 
Financial resources attained was a variable measured in 1979 
which " • • •  best describes the amount of money you are making {before 
taxes and other deductions)." Variations in this variable ranged 
from a 1 for "none" to a 7 for "$1500 or more per month ( $375 or more 
per week)" (see Table 8, Appendix C). 
Job Opportunity Gap 
Frustration about the job opportunity gap was an independent 
variable dealing with the degree of congruence between two other 
variables (i.e., occupational aspirations and expectations) both of 
which were measured in 1979. The respondents' reports of congruence 
between these variables were determined by their reports of 
occupational aspirations (i. e., "If you could choose any job you 
wanted, what kind of job would you really like to have in the 
· future?") minus the respondent's 1979 report of their occupational 
expectations (i . e., "What kind of job do you think you really will 
have in the future?") (see Table 8, Appendix C). For the reports of 
respondents' "wishes" minus their actual "anticipations" (i.e. , 
aspirations minus expectations) their choices were classified in 
terms of the scale .of occupational prestige referred to as the NORC 
(Reiss, 1 961 ) in which job titles are categorized into ten major 
categories. The absolute value of the difference between aspirations 
and expectations was used as the score. 
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Educati onal Demands 
Frustration about educational demands was a vari able constructed 
from respondents' 1979 report of thei r educational expectations 
(i . e . ,  " Look ing into the future, whi ch of the following statements 
best describes how much addi tional education or training you really 
think you w ill get?") mi nus the respondents' 1979 report of thei r 
educational aspirations (i . e. ,  " Looking into the future, which of the 
following statements best describes how much additi onal educati on or 
training you [thi nk you ] would really li ke to have?") (see Table 8, 
Appendi x  C) . For the reports of expectati ons mi nus aspi rati ons the 
choi ces were selected from identi cal continua whi ch range from 1 to 6 
in  whi ch 1 indi cates "go to a trade or vocat ional/techni cal school" 
to 6 which indi cates "go beyond college (graduate or professional 
school) . "  The absolute value of the difference between aspi rati ons 
and expectations was used as the score. 
Community Si ze 
Communi ty size was an i ndependent variable reported in  1979 . 
Respondents answered the question: "Do you now li ve i n  the country, 
i n  a town, or a c ity? " Responses varied from a 1 for "In the open 
country or a sma 11 town ( under 10, 000 peop 1 e) 11 to a 4 for II In the 
country near a big  c ity or i ts suburbs (50, 000 and up)" (see Table 8, 
Append ix  C). 
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Proximity to Childhood Home 
Proximity to childhood home was a variable operationalized in 
1979 by an item that asked: "How close are you living now to where 
you were living when you were growing up and going to school?" (see 
Table 8, Appendix C). Responses varied from a 1 for "In the same 
community or very near" to a 4 for "In a different part of the 
U. S. A." 
Self-esteem 
Self-esteem was an independent variable which was measured in 
1979. This variable represents the respondents' evaluation of self 
and is a measure of the extent to which re�pondents' hold favorable 
or unfavorable impressions about themselves. Individuals were asked 
to respond to the following four statements (see Table a,· Appendix 
C): (a) "I take a positive attitude toward myself," {b) "I feel I am 
a pers9n of worth, on an equal plane with others," (c) "I am able to 
do things as well as most other people, " and {d) "On the whole, I'm 
satisfied with myself." Responses were selected from a set of 
choices wh i ch ranged from 1 for "disagree strongly" to 4 for 
"strongly agree . "  The self-esteem scale was analyzed for reliability 
and was found to have an alpha coeffic ient of 0.73 (see Table 7, 
Appendix B). 
Fathers' Occupational Prestige Level 
Fathers' occupational prestige level served as the index of the 
SES of the family of origin for each young adult. The mothers were 
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asked to give the fathers' job descriptions and titles (see Table 8, 
Appendix C). Responses were coded according to the occupational 
prestige scores for Duncan's Socioeconomic Index ( 1 961). The Duncan 
Socioeconomic Index has been widely used for survey research with 
large samples for a quarter of a century (Miller, 1977). 
Gender of the Young Adult 
Gender of the young adult was measured by responses to an item 
asking whether respondents are female or male (see Table 8, Appendix 
C ) . 
Analysis 
Multiple regression was used to explain the variance, to 
ascertain direct, as well as interaction effects of a set of 
independent variables on a dependent variable. This analytical 
procedure was used to examine linear relationships. Multiple 
regression was chosen because it examines the strength of 
relationships in multivariate analysis where several independent 
variables and a single dependent variable are analyzed (Cohen & 
Cohen, 1983; Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 19�3; Tabachnick & Fidel, 
1 983) . The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences-X (SPSS-X) 
was used to conduct these analyses (Hull & Nie, 1 979; Nie, Hull, 
Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1 975; SPSS, Inc. , 1983). 
In addition to multiple regression analyses, several other 
statistical analyses were employed in this study. Pearson 
correlations were conducted to ascertain the strength of 
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relationships involving all of the independent variables with the 
dependent variable. Reliability analyses were conducted for the two 
variables derived from a scale of items (i.e., self-esteem and life 
satisfaction). Descriptive statistics included means, frequencies, 
and standard deviations. T-score analyses were used for demographic 
comparisons of the ten year longitudinal sample to those subjects who 
dropped out of the study. This was accomplished to insure that the 
1979 sample had not become different than the original sample because 
of attrition. 
Multiple regression was used to test the hypotheses of the model 
developed for this study. To test each hypothesis, standardized 
(betas) and unstandardized regression coefficients were examined for 
statistical significance (p < .05). Multiple Rs and R2 (multiple 
correlation squared) were examined for the overall predictive 
capacity of the regression models. 
Hierarchical regression procedures were used to test for 
possible interactions of gender and the relationships between the 
i ndependent variables and the criterion variable (i.e., the dependent 
variable). That is, each regression model was a two step analysis. 
Step one of the regression entered the eight primary predictor 
variables (i.e. , educational attainment, occupational attainment, 
educational demands, job opportunity gap, self-esteem, amount of 
money made, community size, and proximity to childhood home) and the 
control variable (i.e., the fathers' occupational prestige level in 
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the family of ori gin) in relation to life satisfaction, the cri terion 
vari able. 
Step two of the hierarchical regression was a test of the gender 
of the youth di fferences in  the relati onshi ps between each of the 
pri mary predi ctor vari ables and life sati sfacti on. In addition to 
di rect effects, therefore, gender-of-adolescent i nteraction terms for 
each of the predi ctor variables was included. Any of these 
i nteracti on terms whi ch were si gnif icant were to be i ncluded i n  the 
equation (i .e., i f  p < .05). 
Examination of the correlati on matri x  and tolerances was used 
for ruling out autocorrelation i n  the error terms (Neter & Wasserman, 
1974). Addi ti onally, analysi s  of the scatterplots and histograms was 
conducted to check for appropriateness of stati stics hav1ng 
parametri c  and li near assumpti ons (i.e., nonlinearity of regression 
functi on, nonconstancy of error variance, nonindependence of error 
terms, presence of outli ers, and heteroscedastici ty) (Cohen & Cohen, 
1983; Hays, 1981; Neter & Wasserman, 1974; Neter, et al., 1983; 
Tabachni ck & F i del, 1983). 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The capacities of occupational attainment, educational attain­
ment, financial resourc�s, the job opportunity gap, educational 
demands, community size, proximity to one's childhood home, and self­
esteem as predictors of life satisfaction were examined in this 
study . Multiple regression was used to test the hypotheses. De­
scriptive statistics for the dependent and independent variables used 
in the research model (see Figure 1 ,  p. 40) are presented in Table 2 .  
Data Analyses 
Independent Variables 
Occupational attainment. The first hypothesis indicated that 
occupational attainment was not expected to be a predictor of life 
satisfaction. Support was provided for this hypothesis by the non­
significant standardized regression coefficient (i. e. , beta) of . 03 
(see Table 3). 
Educational attainment. The second hypothesis proposed that 
educational attainment would not be related to life satisfaction. 
This hypothesis was supported by the presence of a non-significant 
standardized regression coefficient of . 06 (see Table 3). 
Financial resources. The third hypothesis indicated that 
financial resources were not expected to be related to life 
satisfaction. The proposed hypothesis was not supported, however, 
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Tabl e  2 
Descri pti ve Stati sti cs for the Li fe Sati sfacti on Mode l for 
Low-Income Appal ach i an Young Adu l ts 
Standard Number of 
Vari abl es Mean Devi ati on Cases 
Occupat iona l  Attai nment 52. 24 1 1 .  45 240 
Educati ona l Attai nment 5. 24 1 .  39 32 1 
F i nanc i a l  Resources 3. 58 1 .  25 274 
Job Opportun i ty Gap 6. 44 8 . 89 224 
Educationa l  Demands 1 .  1 6  2 . 6 1  3 1 3 
Commun i ty Si ze 1 .  25 0. 70 31 9 
Prox i mi ty to Chi l d hood Home 3. 65 0. 62 322 
Se l f-esteem 1 2 . 89 1 .  7 1  304 
Fami l y  ( of ori g i n )  Duncan 56 . 1 2  9 . 96 322 
Gender 1 .  57 0 . 50 322 
L i fe Sati sfacti on 3. 24 0. 44 288 
Tab l e  3 
Mu l t i p l e  Regress i on Resu l ts for Pred i ctor Vari abl es 
wi th L i fe Sati sfacti on Among Low-I ncome 
Rura l Appa l ach i an Young Adu l ts 
Status Atta i nment, Fru strat i ons ,  
Res i denti a l  Characteri sti cs ,  
Se l f-esteem, & Control Vari abl es r 
Occupati ona l  Atta i nment • 1 2  
Educati onal Attai nment -. 01 
F i nanc i a l  Resources . 09 
Job Opportuni ty Gap -. 1 9  
Educati onal  Demands -. 1 4  
Commun i ty S i ze -. 23 
Prox i mi ty to Ch i l dhood Home • 1 6  
Se l f-esteem . 33 
Fami l y  ( of ori g i n ) Duncan . 04 
Gender . 07 
Mu l t i p l e Correl at ion  ( R ) 
Mu l t i p l e  Correl at i on Squared ( R2 ) 
F-va l ue 
* = p < . 05 
** = p < . 01 
*** = p < . 001 
**** = p < . 0001 
r = bi vari ate c orre l ati on 
b = unstandard i zed beta 
b 
. 00 
-. 02 
. 04 
-. 01 
-. 02 
-. 1 2  
. 09 
. 08 
. oo 
. 09 
• 485 1 
. 2354 
9. 5720**** 
B = Beta or standard i zed regress i on coeffi c i ent 
to l = to l erance 
B 
. 03 
-. 06 
• 1 1* 
-. 1 6** 
-. 1 2* 
-. 1 8*** 
• 1 3* 
• 3 1 **** 
• 09 
• 1 1 * 
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tol 
• 79 
. 84 
. 90 
• 89 
. 96 
• 77 
. 76 
. 92 
. 93 
. 83 
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because the results indicated that a significant relationship existed 
for this association. Specifically, a positive beta coefficient of 
• 11 attained statistical significance at the p < .05 level (see Table 
3). 
Job opportunity .9.!E.· Hypothesis four proposed that the 
perceived job opportunity gap would be negatively related to life 
satisfaction. Support was provided for this hypothesis because the 
results yielded a negative beta of -. 16 that attained statistical 
significance (see Table 3). 
Educational demands. The fifth hypothesis proposed that the gap 
between educational aspirations and educational expectations (i.e., 
perceived educational demands) would be inversely related to life 
satisfaction. This hypothesis was supported by the results which 
demonstrated a beta coefficient of -. 12 that attained statistical 
significance (see Table 3). 
Community size. The sixth hypothesis proposed that community 
size would be inversely related to life satisfaction. Results from 
this study indicated that the smaller the community size the greater 
the level of life satisfaction. This inverse relationship was 
demonstrated by a beta coefficient of -. 18 that was statistically 
significant ( see Table 3). 
Proximity to childhood home. The seventh hypothesis indicated 
that the closeness of a person's current residence to his or her 
childhood home should be positively related to life satisfaction. 
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This hypothesis was supported by a positive beta coefficient of . 13 
that attained statistical significance (see Table 3). 
Self-esteem. The eighth hypothesis proposed that the self­
esteem of youth would be positively related to their feelings of life 
satisfaction. This hypothesis was supported with a positive beta 
coefficient of .31 that attained statistical significance (see Table 
3). 
Control Variables 
Family (of origin) Duncan score. Results for this variable 
revealed a non-significant relationship between the father's 
occupational prestige (i.e., the SES indicator) and life 
satisfaction. The non-significant beta for this relationship was .09 
(see Table 3). 
Gender. Results for gender as a dummy variable (i.e., where 
males were scored as ones and females as twos) revealed a significant 
positive beta coefficient of . 11 for the relationship between gender 
and life satisfaction (see Table 3). Such results indicated that the 
young women of this sample had higher life satisfaction than the 
young men. 
A hierarchical regression was conducted to examine the influence 
of interaction terms for each of the independent variables with 
gender on life satisfaction. This procedure was used to -test gender 
differences with respect to the influence of each of the independent 
variables on life satisfaction. None of the interaction terms 
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produced si gn i fi cant i nfluence on l ife sati sfaction . Thus, none of 
these gender i nteraction terms were i ncluded i n  the regressi on model 
used to test the hypothesis .  
Tests for the Appropriateness of Multi ple Regressi on 
Although the present study explai ns a consi derable amount of 
vari ance, tests for the appropriateness of multi ple regressi on were 
necessary i n  order to determi ne the applicati on of thi s form of 
analysis for the present data. In order to test for the 
appropri ateness of regressi on analysis, there are several fundamental 
assumptions of least squares theory that must be exami ned (Cohen & 
Cohen, 1983) . Therefore, resi dual analysis, normal probability 
plots, and frequency hi stograms were employed i n  order to determi ne 
whether the use of multiple regression analysis was appropriate 
(Neter et al . , 1 983; Younger, 1 979). Regression analysis 
speci fi cally requires that three assumptions be met. These three 
assumpti ons are (a) normali ty, (b) li neari ty, and (c) 
homoscedasti city. Addi ti onal tests also were conducted to exami ne 
for the possi ble exi stence of outliers, and for multicolli neari ty. 
Resi dual Analysis 
The i n it ial procedure for diagnosi ng major vi olati ons of the 
basi c and required assumptions for regression analysi s was to exami ne 
the standardized scatterplot of resi duals versus the predi cted values 
for li fe sati sfacti on (see Fi gure 2, Appendix D) . The standardi zed 
scatterplot was produced usi ng the SPSS-X program. When all of the 
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assumptions for mu l tipl e regression have been met, the scatterpl ot 
wil l be nearl y  rectangular in shape with the majority of scores 
concentrated al ong the center (Tabachnick & Fidel ,  1983). This shape 
wil l occur if the basic assumptions of regression are met without 
qual ifications. 
Regression is "robust" to minor vio l ations of the assumptions 
and requires transformations of the data to meet the basic 
assumptions of mu l tipl e regression only if viol ations are obvious 
(Chatterjee & Price, 1977). Despite this robust qual ity, several 
tests were conducted to assure that the assumptions necessary for 
mu l tipl e regression anal ysis were met. Thus, the fol l owing sections 
deal with tests to establ ish whether the anal ysis for this study met 
the three assumptions required for regression anal ysis (i.e., tests 
for norma lity, linearity, and homoscedasticity). 
Assumption of Normal ity 
The assumption of normal ity rests on the presumption that the 
distribution of errors of prediction are normal l y  and independently 
distributed at al l l evel s of the predicted dependent variabl e  
(Younger, 1979). Normal l y  distributed data produce residual 
scatterplots that have a central ization of residual scores near zero 
for each l eve l of the predicted dependent variabl e  score (Tabachnick 
& Fidel ,  1983). The concentration of scores either bel ow or above 
the zero l evel indicates that an absence of normality may exist . The 
distribution of residual scores for the data in the present study 
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appeared to meet the criteria for normal i ty based on scatterplot 
anal ysis (see F i gure 2, Appendix  D). 
Other tests for normal ity were performed on the data used in  
thi s  study. A second test for normal ity was conducted to exami ne the 
norma l probabi l i ty p lot of the standardi zed resi dual s. A procedure 
of this kind pl ots the observed values versus the expected va lues of 
l ife sati sfaction (see F igure 3, Appendix D). If the resi duals are 
distributed normal l y, the data poi nts wi l l  fal l a l ong a strai ght l i ne 
whi ch runs di agonal l y  from the l ower l eft corner to the upper ri ght 
corner of the graph. Inspection of the normal probabi l i ty p lot 
generated for this  study supports the assumption of norma l i ty (see 
Fi gure 3, Appendix  D). In addi ti on to the residual anal ysi s and 
anal ysis of the normal probabi l i ty pl ot, there i s  further support for 
the conclusion of normal i ty through exami nati on of the resi dual 
frequency hi stogram (see Fi gure 4, Appendix  D). Despite a posi tiv ity 
bi as i n  the histogram frequency (see Fi gure 5, Appendix  D) the 
resi dual frequency hi stogram shows the bel l -shaped curve associ ated 
wi th normal i ty {Neter et al . ,  1 983). 
Assumption of Li neari ty 
The assumpti on of l i neari ty is  concerned w ith the i dea that the 
rel ationshi p between the predi cted dependent variabl e scores and the 
errors of predi cti on wi l l  be l i near (Tabachni ck & Fi del , 1 983). When 
l i neari ty is  present the scatterp lots manifest a un iform band of 
posi tive and negati ve resi dual s across a l l l evels  of the predicted 
dependent vari abl e scores. Such a pattern is  evi dent i n  the data for 
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thi s study (see Fi gure 2, Append ix  D) and, therefore, warrants the 
conclusi on that the data meets the assumption of li neari ty. In the 
event that curvilineari ty exi sts, the shape of the overall plot will 
be a curve rather than the rectangle described earli er. No obvi ous 
curved shape or variant from a rectangular pattern was evident in the 
scatterplot for this  analys is (see Fi gure 2, Appendix D). 
Assumption of Homoscedastic ity 
Homoscedasticity is  the assumption that the standard deviati ons 
of the errors of prediction are approximately equal at all levels of 
the predi cted dependent variable (Tabachnick & Fi del, 1983). This  
assumption underlies the theory of least squares (Chatterjee & Price, 
1977). The capacity for prediction inherent i n  multi ple regressi on 
is  based on the premi se that the standard deviati ons of the errors of 
predi ction are the same for each predictor vari able i n  the model. 
Obvious vi olations of the homoscedastic ity requ i rement may be 
seen by vi sual analysis of the scatterplots for resi dual scores 
versus the predi cted scores for life sati sfaction (see Fi gure 2, 
Appendix  D) . In a resi dual scatterplot, the band whi ch encompasses 
the residuals should be approximately equal i n  wi dth acros� all 
levels of the predicted dependent variable. It i s  parti cularly 
important that there not be any systemati c pattern i n  the error of 
predi cti on for the dependent variable such as a tri angular shaped 
plot (Neter et al., 1983) . 
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The mode l tested i n  th i s  study d i d  not show major v i o l at ions  of 
the homoscedasti c i ty assumpt i on .  However, there may be some mi nor 
probl ems wi th the assumpt i on of homoscedasti c i ty. There i s  a s l i ght 
decrease , as  i nd i cated by the genera l shape of the scatterp l ot ,  i n  
the range of res i dua l  scores for the h i gher va l ues of the pred i cted 
l i fe sati sfact i on ( see F i gure 2, Append i x  D) . However, data 
transformati on s  were not carr i ed out because the dev i at i ons  were very 
mi nor and because of the add i t i onal  probl ems i ntroduced by the 
i ncreased d i ffi cu l ty i n  i nterpretati on whi ch accompany data 
transformati ons (Tabach n i c k  & F i de l , 1 983 ) .  
Other I s s ues 
Outl i ers 
Observat i ons whi ch demonstrate extreme vari ation from the 
central  tendenc ies of the data are outl i ers . I nspect ion for outl i ers 
can be accomp l i shed by exami ni ng the res i dua l  scatterpl ot� ( see 
F i g ure 2, Append i x  D) . Cohen and Cohen ( 1 983) recommend de l eti ng 
res i dual scores whi ch are three or more un i ts from zero. I n  add i t i on 
to v i sua l  i nspect ion ,  the SPSS-X program for the casewi se p l ot of 
standardi zed res i dua l s  detects the outl i ers .  Use of the casewi se 
p l ot of standard i zed res i dua l s showed on l y  one case to be an  out l i er .  
The potenti a l  i nfl uence of  an  outl i er on  the overa l l ana l ys i s i s  
re l ati ve to i ts d i stance from zero and to the tota l samp l e  s i ze .  
Outl i ers can make re l ati ve l y  l arge contri but i ons to the vari ance and,  
thu s ,  can reduce the R 2 • However, the re l at i ve l y l arge samp l e  s i ze 
used in this  study minimizes the potential of a si ngle outlier to 
i nfluence the variance or to reduce the R 2• Thus, a decision was 
made to retai n all of the cases and not delete the outlier. 
Multicollineari ty 
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The possibility of multicollineari ty i s  another important i ssue 
to be exami ned when multiple regression i s  used. Multi collineari ty 
is the i ntercorrelat ion among the i ndependent variables of a 
regression coeffi cient. When correlations of this  ki nd occur the 
variance explained by two or more independent vari ables is  shared. 
What results is  a si tuation in  whi ch the level of variance unique to 
each i ndependent vari able i s  unknown and is  often lower than when 
multicolli neari ty does not exist. 
The SPSS-X program evaluates each model for multicollineari ty by 
testing the tolerance of each of the independent variables in  the 
model before they are entered into the equat ion. Tolerance i s  the 
unique proportion of vari ance explained by any gi ven variable and 
which i s  not accounted for by the other i ndependent variables in  the 
equat ion. 
Hi gher tolerances, therefore, i ndi cate that variables explain a 
greater portion of unique vari ance in  the model. The SPSS-X program 
has a default value of .07 as the low value for tolerance. Thus, i f  
a variable has a tolerance wi th a lower value than the default value 
( i .e., .07) the program issues a warni ng, deletes the variable(s), 
and pri nts the word multi collineari ty.  Such a warning was not i ssued 
for the analysis  of the model presented in  thi s study. None of the 
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variables in the model had tolerances lower than the default value. 
All of the independent and control variables had relatively high 
tolerances ranging from . 76 to . 96 (see Table 3, p. 72). Thus, none 
of the variables would appear to have high levels of 
multicollinearity. 
A second check for multicollinearity was to examine the 
correlation matrix for high bivariate correlations among the 
independent variables. As shown in Table 4, the correlation matrix 
demonstrates that none of the correlations between any two of the 
independent variables were unreasonably high (i. e. , none were . 6  or 
above). In fact, the highest zero order correlation was only -. 45 
and most of the bivariates were . 3  or less. Hence, there was little 
reason to suspect multicollinearity. 
Summary of Analyses 
The residual analyses, analyses of the normal probability plot, 
and the frequency histogram demonstrated no major violations of the 
multiple regression assumptions of least squares theory. 
Furthermore, the presence of outliers was tested and found to be of 
only minor consequence. Multicollinearity was tested for and was 
found not to be a problem. No transformations or limitations were 
necessary due to the robust nature of regression analysis and the 
large sample size (Tabachnick & Fidel, 1983). 
Table 4 
Zero Order Correlations Among Variables Employed in the Model of Life Satisfaction for 
Low-Income· Rural Appalachian Young Adults 
Variables X1 X2 X3 X4 XS  X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 
-
X 1  . . . .  
X2 -.099 
X3 -. 148 • 121 . . . .  
X4 -.039 . 1 30 • 240 
XS  .028 • 103 -.082 -.030 . . . .  
X6 .002 -. 117 -. 175 -.294 .023 
X7 .005 -.093 • 007 .275 -.266 -.027 
X8 -.029 -. 116 -. 185 -.078 -.065 .059 -.016 
X9 -.004 -.002 • 133 • 053 • 096 . 002 -.065 -. 449 
X10 -.059 -.005 .215 • 088 . 004 -.009 .004 -. 126 • 148 
X11  
X11 -. 144 • 325 -.006 • 117 .088 -. 187 .067 • 160 -.233 • 040 . . . .  
X1  Educational Demands; X2 Self-esteem; X3 Educational Attainment; X4 Occupational Attainment; 
XS  Financial Resources; X6 Job Opportunity Gap; X7 Gender; X8 Proximity to Childhood Home; 
X9 Community Size; X10 Family (of origin) Duncan Scale - SES; X11  Life Satisfaction. 
co 
N 
Summary of Results 
The multiple regression analysis conducted for the model 
presented in this study demonstrated the following relationships: 
1. The job opportunity gap was negatively related to life 
satisfaction. 
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2. The educational demands variable was negatively related to 
life satisfaction. 
3. Community size was negatively related to life satisfaction. 
4. Proximity to childhood home was positively related to life 
satisfaction. 
5. Self-esteem was positively related to life satisfaction. 
6. Occupational attainment was not related to life 
satisfaction. 
7. Educational attainment was not related to life satisfaction. 
8. Financial resources were positively related to life 
satisfaction. 
9. Gender was positively related to life satisfaction. 
The combined effects of the predictor variables explained a 
substantial portion of the variance in life satisfaction. The R2 for 
the complete model indicated that the model accounted for 24 percent 
of the variance in life satisfaction (see Table 3, p. 72). The 
predictive capacity of the overall model was significant at the 
p < .0001 probability level. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The major objective of this study was to examine how effective ly 
a theoretica l mode l consisting of eight independent variab les (i.e . ,  
occupationa l attainment, educationa l attainment, financia l resources, 
educationa l demands, the job opportunity gap, proximity to chi ldhood 
home, community size, and se lf-esteem) wou ld be for predicting the 
life satisfaction of young adu lts from low-income fami lies of rura l 
Appa lachia . In addition, there were two · contro l variab les consisting 
of the SES  of the fami ly of origin (measured by their fathers' 
occupationa l prestige) and the gender of the young adu lts who 
participated in this study . The resu lts of these ana lyses were 
presented in chapter four and are summarized and discussed in this 
chapter . 
Discussion of the Resu lts 
Occupationa l Attainment 
The occupationa l attainment of young adu lts from low-income 
backgrounds was not expec�ed to predict life satisfaction. This 
hypothesis was supported by the data acquired from the present 
samp le. Nonsignificant findings of this kind, in turn, provide 
additiona l insight into the imp lications of status attainment for the 
life satisfaction of low-income peop le. Spec �fica l ly, it appears 
that occupationa l status is not as sa lient a predictor for the life 
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sati sfaction of low-income, rural samples as previous studies on 
urban and mi ddle-income samples have i ndi cated (Andrews & Wi they, 
1976; Campbell et al., 1976)� 
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In the present study, the l ife satisfact ion of young adults, who 
came from low-income families residing in  rural Appalachia, appeared 
to be unrelated to thei r occupational status. Despi te the i ncreasing 
acceptance of urban normati ve i nfluences (e.g., achi evement and 
materi al goods) in  the Appalachi an regi on (Billi ngs, 1974; Photi adi s, 
1977; Schwarzweller & Brown, 1969), there appears to be less emphasi s  
on these issues than there i s  w ithi n mi ddle-class, urban samples 
(Hennon & Photi adi s, 1979; Photi adi s, 1977). The avai labi lity of 
other means of i mprovi ng one's standi ng ( i .e., other than 
occupational presti ge) may decrease the i mportance of occupati onal 
attainment as an avenue of status attai nment. Such alternative means 
of i mprovi ng one's conditi on mi ght i nclude status based on church 
standing, recogni tion for aestheti c  capabili ti es, fami ly name, or 
ascri ption. 
In addi tion, the economi c  problems of rural Appalachi a  
effectively bar many people from ri si ng to occupational posi tions 
consi stent with thei r capabilit ies (Chadwick & Bahr, 1978; N i lsen, 
1979). Hence, occupati onal attainment may not be a useful predictor 
of sati sfacti on i n  rural Appalachia  to the same extent as i n  urban 
areas. Additi onal research, however, i s  necessary to determine 
whether prestige rankings of jobs are the most useful predictors of 
l ife sati sfaction i n  thi s  region. Perhaps occupati onal status i n  
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rural Appalachia can be measured more effectively by scales based on 
job characteristics other than prestige. It is possible, for 
example, that the strong urban bias of such scales as the Duncan 
Occupational Prestige Scale render it less useful for rural samples. 
Perhaps scales should be devised which make allowances for the 
relative differences between urban and rural job experiences (e.g., 
the rural job experiences of underemployment, seasonal employment, 
involuntary parttime employment, and lower salaries for the same 
jobs). Assessment tools of this kind would clarify the importance of 
work for life satisfaction in economically depressed areas of rural 
America in ways that occupational attainment based on prestige does 
not. 
Educational Attainment 
The amount of education attained was not expected to be related 
to life satisfaction among the young adults sampled for this project. 
Results of this kind were consistent with previous studies indicating 
that educational attainment is not strongly or consistently related 
to life satisfaction (Campbell et al., 1976) . 
One explanation for the lack of a direct relationship between 
educational attainment and life satisfaction among low-income rural 
inhabitants of Appalachia is that education may be valued to a great 
extent for its instrumental rather than for its intrinsic worth. 
That is, ·education is pursued primarily because people believe that 
it provides access to material goals (Photiadis & Simoni, 1983; Reck 
& Reck, 1 976; Rehberg & Westby, 1967; Schwarzweller & Brown, 1969). 
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Higher levels of education, it is often believed, will make possible 
more job opportunities and a better standard of living. According to 
this perspective, one must attain higher levels of education than 
previous generations to have the means to pursue the opportunities 
for bringing about a better life (Reck & Reck, 1976; Rehberg & 
Westby, 1967). Nevertheless, educational attainment is apparently 
not valued as an end in itself. Therefore, higher levels of 
education may not lead to higher levels of life satisfaction. 
The fact that higher levels of attained education do not lead to 
higher levels of life satisfaction might be especially applicable to 
an Appalachian sample. In Appalachia job opportunities, for example, 
are limited regardless of the educational level attained. In 
addition, the relationship between higher levels of educational 
attainment and better jobs or higher levels of educational attainment 
and higher salaries would seem to be less clear than they are in 
mainstream, urban America. 
Financial Resources 
The amount of financial resources was not expected to be related 
to life satisfaction. This hypothesis was not supported because 
financial resources were found to be positively related to life 
satisfaction. This finding is consistent with life satisfaction 
research conducted with urban and middle-income sampl�s (Andrews & 
Withey, 1976; Campbell et al. ,  1976; Flanagan, 1970). 
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An explanation for the failure to confirm this hypothesis may be 
a function of how it was originally conceptualized in this study. 
Although presented as an indicator of urban , middle-class status 
values , in fact , financial resources may be more basic indicators of 
life conditions than was initially thought to be the case. 
Apparently , financial resources may be more universal predictors of 
life satisfaction than other kinds of external indicators. 
Campbell et al. (1976) , for example , found income to be one of 
the strongest predictors of life satisfaction. It is also important 
to note that in the Campbell et al. (1976) study such findings were 
most pronounced among low-income people. Other studies have also 
found financial resources to be predictive of life satisfaction 
(Katona , 1972; Medley , 1980; Spreitzer & Snyder , 1979). It is likely 
that a minimal threshold of financial security is necessary to open 
the avenues leading to life satisfaction. Future research efforts 
should attempt to clarify the meaning of financial resources as being 
either a status symbol or as a necessary but not sufficient basis for 
life satisfaction. 
Job Opportunity Gap 
The construct referred to as the job opportunity gap was 
expected to be inversely related to life satisfaction. Because this 
hypothesis was supported , there was evidence that greater 
incongruence between a person's job expectations and aspirations 
contributed to the lower levels of overall life satisfaction. 
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Such results are consistent with the theoretical speculations of 
several writers about subjective evaluations versus "objective" 
measures of status (Campbell, 1972; Davies, 1962; Gurr, 1970; Gutek 
et al., 1983; Mason & Faulkenberry, 1978). As such, the comparison 
of one's internal expectations to one's internal aspirations might be 
referred to as an internal referent. The congruence between 
expectations and aspirations may be related to satisfaction because 
of some need to resolve cognitive dissonance (e.g., Festinger, 1957). 
According to dissonance theory, a person's expectations are compared 
with his or her experience, norms, or values and this comparison 
results in a particular level of psychological comfort or discomfort. 
People with higher levels of discomfort may have lower levels of life 
satisfaction. Another explanation involving congruence between 
expectations and aspirations has to do with the concept "person­
environment fit" (French et al., 1974). The person-environment fit 
model postulates that satisfaction is the result of congruence 
between the environment , as a person perceives it, and the person's 
perceived aspirations. The re l evance of such congruence to life 
satisfaction derives from the fact that life satisfaction wil l 
decrease or increase to the extent that the gap between hoped for 
jobs and expected jobs increases or decreases. One plausible 
explanation for such decreases in life satisfaction as the gap 
increases is that young adults may feel frustrated if their wishes 
for better job opportunities are raised without being able to raise 
their expectations. Thei r expectations cannot be raised , in turn, 
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because of the l imited resources they have at their disposal ( i. e. , 
their l ow-income backgrounds) and few empl oyment opportunities in 
rural Appal achia. 
Educational Demands 
Educational demands were expected to predict l ife satisfaction 
in a negative manner. The resul ts of this study indicated that this 
hypothesis was supported, with l arger discrepancies between 
educational expectations and aspirations predicting l ife satisfaction 
in a negative manner. 
These findings provide further empirical support for previous 
conceptual izations about the importance of internal observations and 
eval uations (e. g. , expectations and aspirations) in rel ation to l ife 
satisfaction ( Campbel l et al . ,  1 976; Davies, 1962; French et al . ,  
1 974; Gurr, 1970; Gutek et al . ,  1 983; Mason & Faul kenberry, 1978). 
It  appears, therefore, that the frustration of l ow-income adul ts from 
rural Appal achia wil l negativel y infl uence their l ife satisfaction. 
Low-income Appal achian youth feel compel l ed to go further in their 
educational careers than many hoped they woul d have to go (Photiadis 
& Simoni, 1983; Schwarzwel l er & Brown, 1969). Apparentl y, they fel t 
compel l ed to go further than they wished in order to improve their 
smal l chances for getting the kind of job and sal ary which they hope 
to attain (Reck & Reck, 1976; Rehberg & Westby, 1967) . Such feel ings 
of coercion or frustration may depress the l evel of l ife satisfaction 
that they experienced. 
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Comparison of attainment and internal referents. The variables 
discussed in the preceding section suggest conclusions which may 
generalize across classes of variables. The comparison of external 
referents, such as societal standards, observations, and evaluations 
(e. g., occupational and educational attainment) to internal referents 
about the conditions of life, such as the individual ' s  own 
aspirations and expectations about occupation and education, suggests 
several things. This study is consistent with other research 
indicating that there is not a strong or consistent relationship 
between objective indicators and life satisfaction (e.g., Gutek et 
al., 1983). Furthermore, the similar domains that were not related 
to life satisfaction in the form of external or "objective" measures 
(i.e., educational and occupational attainments in this study) can be 
related to satisfaction when measured as internal referents (i.e., 
internal assessments of aspirations versus expectations for education 
and for occupation in this study). The usefulness of subjective 
assessment over objective assessment as predictors of life 
satisfaction is an important contradistinction. 
The experience of· satisfaction, therefore, would seem to derive 
more clearly from internal referents which are not linked to external 
or objective indicators of similar phenomena. Such an experience may 
result as the individual employs unique personal indices of 
comparison, (e.g., past experience, hopes, ambitions, or others). 
The predictive capacity of these internal referents (i.e. , job 
opportunities gap and educational demands) suggests that future 
research should explore other kinds of internal referents (e. g. , 
locus of control) in relationship to life satisfaction. 
Community Size 
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Life satisfaction was expected to be predicted in an inverse 
manner by community size. This hypothesis was supported and provided 
further support for conceptualizations from rural social-psychology 
about the relationship between community size and life satisfaction 
(Dillman & Tremblay, 1977; Korte, 1983; Rogers, 1979). 
Community size is relevant to the life satisfaction of the young 
adults in this study because they are from rural Appalachia. The 
smaller the community in which they currently reside, the more likely 
that the current community is either the same one in which they grew 
up or is a nearby community similar to their home community. 
Residents of rural areas are socialized within and seem to be 
psychologically prepared for rural communities. The relative comfort 
and life satisfaction expressed by residents of small communities 
reflects that the social atmosphere of rural areas are felt to show 
advantages over metropolitan areas. This is true because in small 
communities there is more frequent and positive contact between 
neighbors, more civility, more helping gestures, and there is less 
crime to name a few of the more important reasons (Korte, 1983). 
Resi dence in small communities is more familiar and comfortable and, 
therefore, contributes to higher levels of life satisfaction. 
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Proximity to Childhood Home 
The proximity of young adults from Appalachia to the community 
in which they grew up was expected to predict life satisfaction in a 
positive manner. This hypothesis was supported and confirmed the 
belief that rural Appalachians place special emphasis on the 
maintenance of contact with their roots (Ball, 1970; Photiadis, 1977; 
Photiadis & Schwarzweller, 1970). Consequently, the closeness of 
these young adults to their childhood home provides a positive 
influence on the quality of their lives. 
Access to one's childhood home may be the basis for continuing 
contact and potential use of a variety of social, material, and 
emotional supports in Appalachia (Korte, 1983; Photiadis & 
Schwarzweller, 1970). The familistic nature of rural Appalachian 
social (e.g., kinship) networks and the deep and abiding sense of 
loyalty to one's home place may well provide adults who remain close 
to their childhood home with the psychological support which 
increases their positive evaluations of their lives. 
Self-esteem 
Self-esteem was expected to be positively related to life 
satisfaction. This hypothesis was strongly supported among the low­
income, rural Appalachians in the present study. These findings 
provided additional support for existing conceptualizations of self­
esteem and life satisfaction (Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell et 
al., 1976; Flanagan, 1978; Gordon, 1972; Rosenberg & Simmons, 1972; 
Van Zeyl, 1974; Wells & Maxwell, 1976). 
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Self-esteem is another internal referent. People who can accept 
themselves in a positive manner and as sume that other people value 
them in a similar way, have high levels of self-esteem. It appears, 
therefore, that people who evaluate themselves favorably also are 
likely to evaluate the conditions of their lives in a positive 
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manner. It is an important basis for the individual's evaluation of 
the experiences that contribute to life satisfaction. Thus, people 
with higher levels of self-esteem are likely to have higher levels of 
life satisfaction. 
Sociodemographics 
Family (of origin) Duncan score. Although much of the previous 
literature suggested that life satisfaction may vary according to the 
family's SES (Andrews & Withey, 1976; Campbell et al., 1976; Wilcox, 
1981), the results of the present study indicated that SES did not 
predict life satisfaction. Such results are reasonable and were 
expected because of the biased sampling for the Duncan Scale. The 
vari ation was suppressed by the kinds  of fami lies ori gi nally selected 
for this project. It is therefore, difficult to justify any 
conclus ions that might be drawn about the relationship between 
occupational prestige and life satisfaction. In the present study, 
SES was measured by the occupational prestige score from the Duncan 
Scale. Such an indicator of SES may not be sensitive to the 
occupational and socialization environments of low-income, rural 
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families because it does not take into account underemployment, 
seasonal changes in employment, unemployment, involuntary parttime 
employment, and the limited opportunities available for rural 
Appalachian youth (i.e., there is a need to develop instruments that 
adequately reflect local conditions). Limited opportunities prevent 
young adults from rising to levels of occupational prestige 
consistent with their abilities. Therefore, additional research is 
necessary in order to establish if other indicators of SES do predict 
life satisfaction and also to investigate the possible indirect 
effects of SES on life satisfaction. One such example is 
Stephenson's (1 968) typology of families based on the a�ount of time 
that individuals are employed per year and the nature of the jobs 
held. 
Gender. A positive relationship w�s found between gender and 
life satisfaction. In the present study, young women had higher 
levels of life satisfaction than young men. Such a relationship is 
unique among life satisfaction studies because, where gender has been 
examined, males have had higher levels of life satisfaction than 
females (Andrews & Withey, 1 976; Campbell et al., 1 976). 
Young women from rural Appalachia may have higher levels of life 
satisfaction than their male counterparts for several reasons. 
Specifically, rural Appalachians from low-income backgrounds continue 
to be affected by expectations for traditional gender roles (Hennon & 
Photiadis, 1 979; Hicks, 1976; Stephenson, 1 968). Gender-role 
expectations of this kind prescribe success in securing prestigious 
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jobs and high sal aries for men (i. e. , provider rol es) but success in 
marriage and mothering rol es (i. e. , nurturing rol es) for women. 
Furthermore, many of the young women in this sampl e have access to 
the primary means for ful fil l ing these traditional expectations 
because over 65 percent had been married by age 19 and of those who 
were married over 61 percent had children. In  the case of young men, 
however, a substantial number were effectivel y cut off from access to 
the principal means of ful fil l ing their traditional gender-rol e 
expectations in the area of career success and provider rol es. This 
fact was evident because 15 percent of these young men did not report 
that they were empl oyed in 1979. Furthermore, of those reporting 
sal ary or other sources of income, the average monthl y financial 
resources were between $500 and $700. Hence, it is l ikel y that young 
women were l ess frustrated in trying to ful fil l their gender rol es 
than were young men. Such a situation woul d l ead to higher l ife 
satisfaction for women than for men. 
I mpl ications for Theory and Research 
The findings of this study indicated that there are several 
kinds of variabl es (i. e. , financial resources, job opportunity gap, 
educational demands, community size, proximity to chil dhood home, 
sel f-esteem, and gender) that were rel ated to the l ife satisfaction 
of young adul ts from l ow-income famil ies of rural Appal achia. 
Several of the variabl es that predicted l ife satisfaction were based 
on previous research (i. e. , financial resources, community size, and 
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gender), whereas others were empirical tests of theoretical 
conceptualizations explored in this study (i . e. , job opportunity gap, 
educational demands, proximity to childhood home, and self-esteem) . 
Criticism of previous studies on life satisfaction has noted the 
relative paucity of theory, particularly the . selection of measures 
(e . g. , Burke, 1979) . Much of t�e life satisfaction literature 
focuses on middle-class urban Americans. In contrast, the present 
study was conceptualized specifically for a sample of rural 
Appalachians from low-income backgrounds. Based on the results of 
this study several theoretical and research implications can be 
suggested. These are implications for social psychological 
mechanisms leading to life satisfaction, understanding life 
satisfaction as symbolic interaction, implications for interpreting 
and understanding the meaning of life satisfaction, and implications 
for future research concerned with life satisfaction. 
Social Psychological Mechanisms 
Rather than simply describing the correlates and concomitants of 
life satisfaction, social scientific theory also seeks to explain how 
the process of evaluation occurs. Life satisfaction is an evaluation 
of one's life experience that requires some referent. Satisfaction 
with one's life may be based on several kinds of external referents 
(e . g. , the congruence between self and significant or generalized 
others, absolute standards such as cleanliness of the physical 
environment, the absolute level of prestige associated with a 
person's job) or internal referents (e. g. , the congruence between 
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expectations and aspirations for sel f). Al though previous research 
has not expl ored the process of sel f-eval uations based on internal 
referents, such research woul d l ogical l y  expl ain l evel s of 
gratification or frustration with one ' s  own l ife (Gutek et a l . ,  
1983). 
Life Satisfaction as Symbol ic Interaction 
I deas from the symbol ic interactionist framework indicate that 
individual s devel op compl ex capacities for mental eval uations of the 
sel f in the worl d l argel y through their interactions with others 
(Burr et al . ,  1979). The sel f, in turn, emerges from these 
interactions with others. The observations, perceptions, and 
eval uations of others resul t from transactions between the sel f and 
others. Mental eval uations such as satisfaction l ead to meanings 
that are shared with groups of interactants because eval uations are 
based on expectations internal ized from group norms. Hence, studying 
individual s  in rel ation to their social environment is necessary to 
l earn about the evaluations that individual s make in reference to 
their own l ife experiences (e. g. , l ife satisfaction). Furthermore, 
such concepts as community size and proximity to home, summarize a 
variety of characteristics about a person ' s  social environments. 
Many of these components, in turn, are important factors in the 
eval uations that rural individual s make about their social and 
physical environs. 
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Youth acquire expectations based on the examples that they 
observe in significant and generalized others. The symbolic meaning 
of evaluating one ' s  own ability is based on expectations and 
evaluations of one ' s  performance. Symbolic meaning, also, inheres in 
what a person expects and hopes for from the self. These comparisons 
produce specific levels of gratification or frustration. In 
addition, satisfaction with life is relative to a person ' s  current 
expectations which, in turn, are influenced by the social position 
and roles that one presently occupies. Socialization experiences 
serve as the reference points (i. e. , the basis for the formation of 
internalized expectations) for mental evaluations appropriate to 
one ' s  age, gender, social class, race, and so on. Internal 
referents, therefore, are important bases for evaluations of one ' s  
life satisfaction. 
The Meaning of Satisfaction 
The meaning of life satisfaction remains somewhat unclear from 
this study. There are several theoretical, measurement, and 
methodological issues which require future research in order for 
further clarification to take place. For example, the s�me level of 
dissatisfaction might be registered by individuals who feel deprived 
(i.e. , those who receive less than what they desire or need), 
disappointed (i.e., those who have less than they expected), or 
unjustly treated (i.e., those who have less than they feel that they 
are entitled to). These differences in how individuals arrive at the 
same levels of satisfaction/dissatisfaction would, likely, have 
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important consequences for their behavior and implications for public 
policy and for practitioners. In addition, it has been noted that 
satisfaction is a personal experience and that it is influenced by 
past experience. Thus, it may be necessary to distinguish between a 
particular l evel of satisfaction associated with rising expectations 
versus that associated with declining expectations. Furthermore, 
some individuals may achieve their aspirations and have the 
"satisfaction of success, " whereas others may lower their aspirations 
and achieve their aspirations through the "satisfaction of 
resignation. " In other words, the affective content associated with 
success or resignation may differ (Campbell et al. , 1976). 
Additional research is needed to clarify these issues beyond the 
limitations of merely knowing the level of life satisfaction at a 
fixed point in time such as was done in the present study. 
Research and Life Satisfaction ---- -- --
Altho�gh the independent variables in this study are used in an 
effort to answer questions about life satisfaction, several of these 
predictors also raise important questions. The variable community 
size, for example, demonstrated that despite inferior services, 
limited employment opportunities, and poorly developed community 
infrastructures inhabitants of smaller communities have higher levels 
of life satisfaction. Such a finding would seem to imply that people 
may become more satisfied with their lives as they migrate from urban 
centers to rural areas. However, more research needs to be done to 
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clari fy the nature of thi s fi nding. I t  i s  not apparent whether the 
attracti veness of rural life i s  dependent upon the characteri sti cs of 
parti cular people who currently li ve i n  (and perhaps grew up i n) 
rural areas or whether the quali ty of rural li fe i s  deri ved from 
"real" aspects of the rural envi ronment. If  the latter condi ti on i s  
the case, the speci al quali ti es of rural li fe mi ght be enjoyed by 
those who choose to move to communi ti es of smaller si ze. In  the 
former case, however, movement by outsi ders to rural areas mi ght not 
only fai l to i mprove thei r li fe sati sfacti on but mi ght also di srupt 
the soci al system that has produced a hi gher quali ty of li fe for the 
nati ve inhabi tants (Korte, 1983). 
In order to draw broader conclusi ons, samples of rural 
i nhabi tants from a di versi ty of regi ons, ethni c ori gi ns, and SES 
levels should be i ncluded in  future research efforts. Race has been 
i denti fi ed, for example, as demonstrati ng relati onshi ps wi th 
rural/urban resi denti al preference. Furthermore, blacks have 
expectati ons for hi gher prejudi ce and lower economi c opportuni ties i n  
rural areas (Mazi e & Rawlings, 1972). Addi ti onal research i s  
necessary to establi sh whether the degree of sati sfacti on wi th the 
communi ty i s  more i mportant than the si ze of the communi ty for other 
raci al, i ncome, and ethni c groups. 
There are other li fe sati sfacti on i ssues whi ch thi s study has 
not dealt wi th. One such i ssue i s  the need to exami ne sti ll other 
populati ons based on age, stage of the li fe cycle, regi onal 
vari ati on, ethni ci ty, educati onal level, work status and so on. A 
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theory of life satisfaction cannot be deve loped unti l the inf luence 
of subgroup idiosyncracies can be teased out from the findings on 
more diverse samp les. Re lated to this issue is the usefu lness of 
knowing how important each domain is to various subpopu lations. 
Exp loration of weighing each of the severa l contributing domain 
measures (i.e., to the overa l l  life satisfaction measure) is one 
important area for future research efforts. Considerab le refinement 
of measures and conceptua lization of life satisfaction is necessary 
before a midd le-range theory of the objective and subjective life 
conditions and experiences of overa l l  life satisfaction wi l l  emerge. 
Imp lications for Pub lic Po licy and Practitioners 
This study examined the re lationship between objective and 
subjective indicators of the qua lity of life and overa l l  life 
satisfaction. The resu lts and conc lusions have meaning and 
importance for those who (a) formu late pub lic po licy, {b) imp lement 
and eva luate various service agencies in rura l areas of Appa lachia, 
and (c ) perform direct de livery of services. Among the major 
imp lications which cou ld be identified for practitioners are the 
re lative leve ls of satisfaction and the meaning of the "objective" 
and "subjective" bases for life satisfaction as we l l  as imp lications 
for pub lic po licy issues and life satisfaction. 
Re lative Leve ls of Satisfaction 
A lthough a number of life satisfaction studies p lace emphasis on 
the re lative leve ls of satisfaction (i.e., among groups, domains, and 
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so on) public policy makers may overlook the academic subtleties and 
focus on the high absolute levels of self-reported life satisfaction, 
while failing to deal with the possible reasons for and meanings of 
this "positivity bias. " Practitioners and policy makers need to be 
helped to not overlook more specific measures (i . e. , of satisfaction 
with specific domains such as education) for the more general 
measures (e. g. , of overall life satisfaction) of satisfaction. 
Practitioners and policy makers, also, need to be guided so that they 
do not interpret the high leve� s of life satisfaction as meaning that 
there is not need for improvement of life conditions. 
Objective and Subjective Bases for Life Satisfaction 
The quality of life is best understood by taking note of 
objective and subjective indicators . The so-called "objective 
indicators" generally include easily quantifiable measures such as 
economic, environmental quality standards, and institutional 
services. In general, objective indicators have the quality of being 
public and an external frame of reference known to al l observers in 
approximately the same way. "Subjective indicators" are .based upon 
each individual's perception of the adequacy of certain conditions. 
An example of a subjective indicator" would be individuals' reported 
satisfaction with their housing (i . e. ,  reports of their impressions 
based on their subjective judgment). Objective indicators may reveal 
the necessary minimum, or threshold levels on objective indices, 
which are necessary for the subjective experience to be positively 
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evaluated. Life satisfaction is based on the experiences of which 
individuals perceive their lives to consist. Practitioners should 
not confuse high reported levels of satisfaction as necessary proof 
of a high quality of life. Reports of high level s  of life 
satisfaction could as readily indicate adaptive and optimistic 
accommodation despite life conditions that are low in terms of 
"objective" quality. 
Regardless of the level of life satisfaction that is reported, 
the basic amenities of life remain appropriate targets for 
improvement, where low objective qual ity of life exists. The 
expression of high levels of satisfaction, even when underemployment, 
inferior services, underdeveloped or unorganized institutional 
supports are present, is not sufficient justification to ignore 
serious rural/urban inequities or structural economic problems. 
Rather, public policy makers and practitioners may be faced with the 
much more subtle and difficult tasks of raising people's aspirations 
to higher levels. Beyond minimal thresholds, however, subjective 
indicators may be more useful measures of the quality of life (Gutek 
et al. ,  1983). 
People live in a symbolic and subjective world. The objective 
world within which the subjective is encapsulated is interpreted and 
understood by each person in terms of his or her experiences, 
aspirations, expectations, self-esteem, and other "internal 
referents. "  One reason for the seeming acceptance by Appalachians of 
their "deficient" objective world may be their perception that things 
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are getting materially better. The belief that one 's aspirations can 
be reached may well allow individuals· to accept their less than ideal 
objective world in the present and, thus, to report overall life 
satisfaction. 
Public policy. An important goal for which to strive is to 
create and implement public policy that is culturally appropriate. 
Programs directed at changing various aspects of peoples' lives must 
set aspirations and expectations which actually can be met. 
Comparisons between "here and there" must be realistic, arise from 
the local setting, and provide a sense of meaningful and actual 
control over the process of change by community leaders. Campbell et 
al. (1976) write that government and change agents often have a 
11 • • •  myopic view of the problem, looking as it does [at government 
allocation of consensual good defined by purely objective criteria] 
at government entirely from the supply side (p. 499) . 1 1  
Another public policy issue is raised by the higher levels of 
life satisfaction among young women than is present among young men 
in this study. If the conjecture is correct, that the disparity is 
due to adherence to traditional gender-role expectations, then two 
broad alternatives are apparent which might remedy the gender 
differences. The first alternative is to change the conditions of 
young adults ' lives so that traditional gender roles would be 
accessible (e.g., the man as successful, an economic provider, and 
the controller of family resources). This alternative has been 
elusive and has not been realized by public policy efforts and would 
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seem to run counter to the genera l evol uti on of Ameri can cul ture. A 
second a lternati ve i s  to assist adol escents and young adul ts to 
redefi ne the ir  expectations for adul t gender rol es. Thi s  is  done so 
that the most l i mi ti ng and ,frustrati ng part of the tradi tional 
expectations are not defined as the sol e responsibi l i ty of onl y  one 
gender (e.g., economi c  responsibi l i ties for the fami l y  for men). 
Increasing the number and the avai l abi l i ty of fami l y  l i fe education 
programs i n  school s and churches is  one way to hel p  adol escents and 
young adul ts. Such programs woul d hel p  them to understand the l i mi ts 
of gender stereotypes and the l i beration of al teri ng their own gender­
role  expectations { i .e., thei r own redefini ng) that do not fi t the 
worl d that they l i ve i n  (Hennon & Photiadis, 1979). 
Limi tations 
There are four methodol ogical l imitations i dentified which may 
have i nfl uenced the findi ngs of the present study. In addition, 
there are severa l l i mi tati ons concerned w ith the dependent measure 
constructed for the present study. These potential i nfl uences on the 
resul ts are di scussed in the fol lowi ng paragraphs. 
L ife Satisfaction Measure 
Positivity bi as. The positivity bi as of sel f-reported l i fe 
sati sfaction creates some difficul ty i n  interpreti ng the findi ngs of 
this study. No way has yet been dev ised for control l i ng or 
estimati ng the extent of such tendencies (Smi th, 1979). There are 
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several poss ible contr ibutors . Among these are soc ial des irab il ity, 
the bas ic pos it ive or ientat ion of the Amer ican culture, and 
conform ity to the soc ial norm of report ing pos it ive l ife 
sat isfact ion, and the bel ief by respondents that a report of 
d issat isfact ion is  an adm iss ion of the ir own inab il ity to adapt . 
Select ion of doma ins . Other l ife sat isfact ion stud ies that have 
used a l inear add itive model to construct the dependent var iable 
( i . e . , wh ich summar izes several doma ins) have shown that the most 
important contr ibutors to l ife sat isfact ion have been sat isfact ion 
w ith interpersonal areas of l ife (e . g . ,  fam ily l ife, marr iage, 
fr iendsh ips, relat ions w ith other fam ily members) (Andrews & W ithey, 
1976; Campbell et al . ,  1976; Flanagan, 1978) . The present study 
included only a measure of mar ital sat isfact ion and two related 
interpersonal or fam ily doma ins of sat isfact ion concerned w ith how 
far one now l ives from the ir ch ildhood home ( i . e . ,  closeness to 
fam ily and fr iends), and sat isfact ion w ith l iv ing arrangements ( i . e . , 
w ith whom one l ives) . One other caveat for the dependent measure in 
th is study is that the salience of each of the l ife doma ins for the 
respondent is unknown . For example, wh ile a person may respond that 
they are very sat isf ied or d issat isf ied w ith the ir hous ing it may not 
be important to the ir evaluat ion of the ir own l ife sat isfact ions . 
One remedy for th is would be to we igh doma ins by ask ing respondents 
to ident ify, to pr ior it ize, and to report how sat isf ied they are w ith 
each area . 
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Nature of the Sample 
Generalizations from the results of this study are circumscribed 
by the nature of the sample. Therefore, generalizations to more 
diverse demographic, socioeconomic, or regional groups are limited. 
The young adults who participated in this study were white 
Southerners who came from low-income, rural environments of 
Appalachia. 
Validity 
The majority of items in this study are single-item measures 
with the attendant problems of reliability and validity. It is also 
particularly difficult to establ� sh validity for a construct which ' 
purports to reflect experiences that were known only to the 
individual (e. g. , satisfaction measures). 
Social Desirability 
In general, self-report questionnaire methodologies require 
careful interpretation . Responses to questionnaires may be 
influenced by tendencies to conform to the norms of the sociocultural 
system of which they are a part, rather than their own feelings or 
perceptions. In the United States the norm for such responses is to 
report high levels of satisfaction (Smith, 1979). Questionnaire data 
in this study may be affected by the tendency to respond in a 
socially desirable manner consistent with the social norm for 
reporting high levels of satisfaction. 
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Correl ational Nature of the Analysis 
The rel ationships between the predictor and criterion variabl es 
were establ ished by the use of regression anal ysis. The rel ation­
ships between the independent variabl es thus establ ished may not be 
assumed to precede the dependent variabl e of l ife satisfaction. This 
caveat fol l ows from the statistical general ization that correl ational 
resul ts do not specify causal ity or the direction of infl uence 
between predictor and criterion variabl es. 
Summary 
The central purpose of this study was to examine a theoretical 
model in terms of its abil ity to predict the l ife satisfaction of 
young adul ts from l ow-income famil ies of Southern, rural Appal achia. 
Several objective predictors of a person ' s  qual ity of l ife were 
examined (i. e. , educational attainment, occupational attainment, and 
financial resources) al ong with several subjective internal referents 
{i. e. , educational aspirations compared to expectations, occupational 
aspirations compared to expectations, and sel f-esteem). Additional 
variabl es were community size and proximity to chil dhood home as wel l 
as the gender of respondent and SES of the famil y of origin as 
control variables. Rel ationships between each of these predictor 
variabl es and l ife satisfaction were examined by conducting a 
mul tipl e regression anal ysis. 
Educational and occupational attainments and the SES of the 
famil y of origin were not found to be rel ated to l ife satisfaction. 
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Positive re lationships were demonstrated between financia l resources, 
proximity to chi ldhood home, gender, se lf-esteem and life 
satisfaction. Negative re lationships a lso were found between 
educationa l demands, the job opportunity gap, community size and life 
satisfaction. These resu lts demonstrated the importance of interna l 
referents for the exp lanation of life satisfaction. Subjective 
indicators were more usefu l than objective indicators for exp laining 
the variance of life satisfaction. The resu lts of this study have 
important imp lications for the socia l psycho logica l mechanisms 
leading to satisfaction (i.e., life satisfaction as symbo lic 
interaction) for those who formu late pub lic po licy and for 
practitioners. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
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Table 5 
Demograph i c  Compari son of the Ten-Yea r longi tudinal  
Those Respondents Who Dropped-Out 1 
Sample and 
Number of Standard Standard 
Respondents Cases Mean Devi ation Error T-score OF 
Fathers ' Occupati onal Prest ige (Duncan, 1 961 ) 
Long i tudi nal  322 55. 94 9. 73 • 5425 
1 .  1 1  578 
Dropped-Out 258 55. 03 9. 83 . 61 1 9  
Mothers ' Occupati onal Prest ige (Duncan, 1 961 ) 
Longi tudi nal 322 58. 55 5. 1 8  . 2888 
1 . 08 578 
Dropped-Out 258 58. 07 5. 39 . 3355 
Fathers ' Educational Leve l 
Long itudi nal 322 8 .49 2. 72 • 1 51 3  
4. 76** 578 
Dropped-Out 258 7. 40 2. 79 • 1 736 
Mothers ' Educational Level 
Long itudi nal 322 9 . 08 2. 55 • 14 19  
3. 97** 578 
Dropped-Out 258 8. 21 2. 73 • 1 701 
1 Based on earl ier ana lys i s  ( Peters, 1 983) 
* p < . 05 
** p < . 01 
,I 
APPENDIX B 
RELIABILITY ANALYSES 
Table 6 
Rel iabi l i ty Ana lysis for the L i fe Sati sfacti on Scal e  
L i fe Sati sfacti on 
Doma in  Scal e  Mean If Scal e  Vari ance Corrected Item Squared Multi p le  Alpha If  
Sampl ed 1 Item Deleted If Item De leted Total Corre lati on Correl ati on Item Deleted 
Job 26. 37 12. 02 • 5081 • 3701 . 6808 
Money 26. 95 12. 23 . 4142 • 3424 . 6997 
Hi gh School 26. 48 12. 91  • 3732 . 2666 . 7064 
Sel f  i n  H i gh School 26. 57 12. 61 . 4084 . 2870 • 7001 
Marriage 26. 11 12. 10 . 4376 . 3312 • 6948 
Proximi ty to 26. 05 .13. 34 • 3469 • 5737 . 7104 
Chi l dhood Home 
Com1uni ty Si ze 25. 97 13. 26 • 3841 • 5945 . 7047 
Li v ing Arrangements 25. 84 13. 69 • 3581 . 2412 . 7095 
Housi ng Qual i ty 26. 19 13. 01 . 3743 • 1720 . 7060 
A lpha = . 7258 
Standardi zed Item Alpha = . 7261 
1The nine domains sampled are based on questi ons shown i n  Table 8, Appendi x  C. 
__, 
__, 
Item 1 
A 
8 
C 
D 
Tabl e 7 
Rel i abi l ity Ana l ysi s for the Self-esteem Scal e 
A lpha • . 7224 
Scal e Mean If 
Item Deleted 
9 . 12 
9. 57 
9.61 
9.73 
Standardi zed Item Alpha = . 7235 
Sel f-esteem 
Scal e Vari ance 
If Item Deleted 
1. 87 
1.  96 
2 . 00 
1 . 80 
. Corrected I tern 
Tota l Correl ation 
• 5093 
. 4973 
• 5127 
• 5281 
Squared Multi p le  
Correl ation 
• 2745 
. 2674 
. 2813 
. 2946 
Alpha If 
Item Deleted 
. 6623 
. 6690 
. 6617 
. 6513 
1 The four questi ons are: (A) " I  take a posi ti ve atti tude toward mysel f" ; (B) " I  feel I am a person 
of worth, on an equal p lane with others" ; (C) I am abl e to do thi ngs as wel l as most other people" ;  
(D) "On the whol e, I'm sati sfied w ith mysel f" .  
__, 
w 
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APPENDI X C 
QUESTIONNA IRE ITEMS 
Table 8 
Questionna i re I tems Used as Vari abl es i n  th� Present Study 
Variable 
Educational Atta i nment 
Occupational Attainment 
F inanc i a l  Resources 
Question( s )  
How far have you gone i n  
schoo l ?  
Now what has been your job 
experi ence? Pl ease gi ve 
the name of the job or type 
of work you have presentl y. 
Check the category that best 
descri bes the amount of money · 
you are making (before taxes 
and other deduct ions ) .  
Response( s )  
1 Left before fi ni shi ng 8th grade 
2 F ; ni shed 8th grade 
3 F in i shed 8th grade and went to a 
trade or vocat iona l /techni ca l  school 
4 Some high school 
5 F in i shed high school 
6 F i ni shed high school and went to a 
trade or vocationa l /techn ical  school 
or bus i ness col l ege 
7 Started col lege but have not fi n i shed 
8 F i ni shed junior or conwnun ity col lege 
( 2  years ) 
9 F i ni shed col lege (4  years ) 
1 0  Went beyond col l ege ( graduate or 
professiona l school ) 
"Present" occupation coded us i ng 
the NORC format (Duncan, 1 96 1 ) 
1 None 
2 Less than $300 per month 
( less than $75 per ·week) 
3 $300-$499 per month 
( $75-$ 1 24 per week ) 
4 $ 500-$699 per month 
( $ 1 25-$1 74 per week) 
5 $700-$999 per month 
( $1 75-$249 per week ) 
6 $ 1000-$1499 per month 
( $250-$374 per week )  
7 $ 1 500 or more per month 
( $375 or more per week) 
--' 
w 
� 
Vari abl e 
Educational Aspi rations  
Educational Expectations 
Occupationa l Aspi rations 
Table 8 ( Conti nued) 
Quest ion( s )  
Looki ng i nto the future, which 
of the fol lowi ng statements 
best descri bes how much add i­
tional educat ion and tra i n i ng 
you wou l d  rea l ly  l i ke to have? 
Look i ng into the future, which 
of the fol l owing statements 
best descri bes how much addi­
tional education and tra i n i ng 
you think  you real ly  wi l l  get? 
If you cou ld  ·choose any job 
you wanted, what k ind of job 
wou ld  you rea l ly  l i ke to have 
in the future? (Describe 
c learly what you wou l d  do. ) 
Response( s) 
1 Take short courses or tra in ing 
2 Don ' t  rea l l y want any further 
educat ion or tra in i ng 
3 Go to a trade or vocationa l /  
techni cal  school 
4 F i ni sh hi gh school 
5 F i ni sh hi gh school and go to a trade 
or vocat iona l/techn ical  school or 
bus i ness col lege 
-
6 F i ni sh h igh school and go to col lege 
7 F i n i sh col lege (4 years ) 
8 Go beyond co l l ege ( graduate or 
profess ional school ) 
1 Take short courses or tra in i ng 
2 Don ' t  thi nk I wi l l  get further 
education or tra in i ng 
3 Go to a trade or vocationa l /  
technical  school 
4 F i n ish h igh school 
5 F in i sh high school and go to a 
trade or vocationalltechnical school 
or bus i nes s col lege 
6 Fini sh hi gh school and go to col lege 
7 Fi ni s h  col lege (4 years ) 
8 Go beyond col l ege ( graduate or 
professiona l school ) 
Occupational Aspi rat ions coded us i ng 
NORC format (Duncan, 1 961 ) 
__. 
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0'1 
Vari able 
Occupational Expectations 
Frustrati ons about 
Job Opportunity Gap 
Frustrati ons about 
Educat ional Demands 
Community Si ze 
Proximity to Chi ldhood 
Home 
Sel f-esteem 
Table 8 (Cont i nued) 
Quest1on( s )  
What k i nd of  job do you thi nk 
you real ly  wi l l  have i n  the 
future? (Descri be clearly 
what you wou ld  do. ) 
Job Aspi rati ons minus 
Job Expectati ons 
Educational Expectations 
mi nus Educational 
Asp i rati ons 
Do you now l i ve in the 
country, in a town, or a 
ci ty? 
How c lose are you l i v i ng 
now to where you were l i v ing 
when you were growi ng up and 
goi ng to school ? 
a. I take a pos it ive atti tude 
toward myself.  
b. I feel I am a person of 
worth, on an equ al pl ane 
wi th others . 
Response(s)  
Occupationa l Expectat ion coded us ing 
NORC formal ( Duncan, 1 96 1 )  
Di fference score for Job Aspirat ions 
mi nus Job Expectations 
Di fference score for Educational 
Expectations mi nus Educat ional 
Aspi rati ons 
1 In the open country or a smal l 
town ( under 1 0, 000 people) 
2 In a big  town or a smal l c ity 
( 1 0, 000-49, 000 people)  
3 In  a big c i ty or  i ts suburbs 
( 50, 000 peop le and up) 
4 In  the country near a bi g city or 
i ts suburbs ( 50, 000 peop le and up) 
1 I� a di fferent part of the USA 
2 In a nearby state 
3 In the same state, but a di fferent 
commun ity 
4 In the same communi ty or very near 
1 Di sagree strongly 
2 Di sagree 
3 Agree 
4 Strongly  agree 
1 Di sagree strongly  
2 Di sagree 
3 Agree 
4 Strongly agree 
__, 
w °' 
Vari able 
Fathers ' Occupationa l 
level 
Gender of Young Adul t  
Li fe Sati sfaction 
Tabl e  8 (Conti nued ) 
Questi on( s )  
c. I am abl e to  do thi ngs as 
we l l  as most other people. 
d. On the whole,  I ' m sati sfied 
wi th myse l f. 
[Asked of mother of respondent 
i n  1969 panel ] What k i nd of 
work does your husband do? 
What i s  your sex? 
a. Tak i ng al l thi ngs together, 
how do you feel about your 
job as a whole? 
b. Tak i ng al l thi ngs together, 
how sat i sfied are you wi th 
the amount of money you are· 
maki ng? 
c. Tak i ng al l thi ngs together, 
how do you feel about your 
hi gh school educati on? 
d. Tak i ng al l thi ngs together, 
how sati sfied are you wi th 
yourse l f  i n  how we l l  y"iiu° 
took advantage of what your 
h igh schoo l offered? 
Response(s )  
1 Di sagree strongly  
2 Di sagree 
3 Agree 
4 Agree strongl y  
1 Di sagree strong ly 
2 Di sagree 
3 Agree 
4 Agree strongl y  
Response coded usi ng NORC format 
(Duncan , 1 961 ) 
1 Ma le 
2 Fema l e  
1 Very di ssati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssat i sfied 
3 Somewhat sati sfi ed 
4 Very sati sfied 
1 Very di ssati sfi ed 
2 Somewhat di ssat i sfied 
3 Somewhat sati sfi ed 
4 Very sati sfied 
1 Very d issati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfied 
3 Somewhat sati sfi ed 
4 Very sati sfied 
1 Very di ssati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfied 
3 Somewhat sati sfi ed 
4 Very sati sfied 
� 
w 
....... 
Vari able  
Li fe Sati sfaction Score 
Table 8 (Conti nued) 
Quest i on(  s )  
e .  I f  you are marri ed. answer 
thi s question. Some peop le  
rate thei r marri age as 
happy and some as unhappy. 
Taki ng a l l thi ngs together, 
how wou ld  you descri be your 
marri age? 
How sati sfied are you wi th the 
fo l l owi ng aspects of where you 
are l i v ing? 
f. How close it  is to where I 
grew up 
g. The s i ze of the community 
I ' m l i vi ng i n  
h .  My l i vi ng arrangement ( such 
as a lone, wi th husband or 
wi fe, parents, others. etc. ) 
1 .  Qual i ty of my hous i ng 
Response( s )  
1 Unhappy/not too happy 
2 Just above average 
3 A l i tt le  happier than average 
4 Very happy 
1 Very d 1 ssat1f1ed 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfi ed 
3 Somewhat sati sfied 
4 Very satisfied 
1 Very di ssati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfi ed 
3 Somewhat sati sfied 
4 Very sati sfied 
1 Very di ssati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfi ed 
3 Somewhat sati sfied 
4 Very sati sfi ed 
1 Very di ssati sfied 
2 Somewhat di ssati sfi ed 
3 Somewhat sati sfi ed 
4 Very sati sfied 
Averaged responses to questions a, b, 
c, d, e, f, g, h, and i. -
APPEND I X  D 
PLOTS AND HI STOGRAMS 
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Figure 2 
Standardized Scatterplot of the Residuals 
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Figure 3 
Normal Probabil ity Pl ot of the Standardized Residual s 
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H i stogram of the Sta ndardi zed Res idual s 
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